The Heights will return October 15. Happy Columbus Day Weekend!
THROUGH THE LENS
SCENE
Trekking through Boston and on the T
with photographer Kathryn Riley, B3

HUBWEEK KICKS OFF IN BOSTON

Yo-Yo Ma joined Arianna Huffington and other celebrities at Faneuil Hall to launch the week-long
festival that integrates science, technology, innovation, and philosophy in the city, AlO
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A contested space for
recording in Lyons
A contested space for
recording
in Lyons
access to recording
studio
Student musicians

By Carolyn

speak

Freeman

News Editor
On the second floor ofLyons Hall, down

the hall from the romance languages department, through a door on the left, is an office

and several rooms filled with mixing and
recording equipment. In the front office, a
work-study student lab monitor sits with
oversized headphones on, mixing music on his
personal laptop. The professional equipment
sits unused in the room behind him.
For the past two years, it hasbeen easyfor
this student, Dan Lyle, MCAS 16, and his copresident ofMusic Guild, Sean Seaver, MCAS
T 6, to record in the studio space in the media
lab. But recently, Marcus Breen, director of the
media lab, hasbeen minimizing unauthorized
use of the lab. Technically, thelab is only supposed to be used by students currently in one
of the two music classes that train them to use
the equipment. Once the student is no longer
in those classes, the access is revoked. Breen
did not respond to requests for comment.
In the past, work-study students like Lyle
and Seaver would use the lab when another
work-study student was working. Last week,
however, while Seaver was doing vocal takes
in the media lab, he received an email from
Breen saying that he could no longer use the
lab. Seaver has recorded part of the most recent EP for his band, Small Talk, in the media
lab. The EP they released in April was done
completely in the lab, though Seaver is the
only member of Small Talk who is a student
at Boston College.
“The first time I came in here, I was like,
‘l’m going to live in here,”’ Seaversaid. “I was
so blown away by all the equipment. The
most exciting thing was like, I don’t know
how to use all of this but I will one day... and
now that I have all the know-how, I no longer
have access.”
Other students interested in using the

resources in themedia lab are required to sign
up on a Google Form, but work-study students

do not regularly check the form when students
walk into the office, Lyle said. In addition, the
work-study students do not have a master list
of students who take the classes required to
use the labs, so they have no way of checking
whether a student walking in technically has

THE VIEW
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permission.

The media lab in Lyons hasbeen operated
by the communication department for over
20 years, said Lisa Cuklanz, the chair of the
department. It is meant to support the production courses, and has never been open for
use by anyone other thanstudents enrolled in
courses that use the lab, she said.
“These students pay a lab fee to support the
facility and equipment,” she said in an email.
“There are no plans to open the lab for general
use. Our commitment remains to our students
and to the support of their academic work.”
Lyle and Seaver, who are both work-study
students in the lab, have takenthe two classes.
One motivation to work in the lab, Lyle said,
was to gain access to the recording equipment.
It was communicated to him that his job did
not necessarily give privileges to work in the
lab, but he said that he never encountered
problems with professors while using the lab.
“It wasn’t a secret that we were using the
lab,” Lyle said. “Before the last week, this wasn’t
an issue. It was an unwritten rule but at the
same time, since nobody was cracking the
hammer, it was like, ‘ls this even a rule?’ Our
usage of the lab doesn’t affect the students in
the lab or the professors in the lab.”
Similarly, Seaver said that he made a
point of only using the lab while it was not
reserved by anyone else. Cai Thomas, student
documentarian and MCAS T6, pointed out
that BC invests a lot of resources into the one
week of Arts Fest, but does not provide yearround sustainable resources. For her and other
students, the media lab is the equivalent of a
library, but it is not open as often as they need
itto be. Lyle said thatlast year, thelab was open
for most of the week, but this year, available

Thatcher Demko and the
Boston College men’s and
women’s hockey teams
open their seasons as the
ones to beat, see page Cl
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Dan Lyle, MCAS 16, uses the media lab to produce personal and BC music projects.
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Joint committee tackles BC diversity
Joint

committee

tackles

Administrators look to students and faculty
for answers on issues on race on campus
By Taylor

See Media Lab, A3

QUACKENBOS

St. Germain

For The Heigh ts

Prompted by multiple protests
that took place on campus last year
in response to the Black Lives Matter
movement, Boston College created the
Committee on Race, a group that will
address issues of race and diversity on
campus.
The committee, which was created
in a joint effort between the Provost’s
Office, Offices of the Vice President
of Mission and Ministry, ffuman Resources, and Student Affairs, is made
up of BC administrators, faculty, and
staff. Their first meeting was held on
Aug. 11.
Vice President for The Division of
University Mission and Ministry Fr.
Jack Butler, Vice President for Student
Affairs Barbara Jones, Provost and
Dean of Faculties David Quigley, and

diverslty
BC

Vice President for Human Resources
David Trainor proposed the idea of
the committee, which has already held
three meetings this academic year.
“Based upon some of the challenges that we had on our campus last
year, and the response to nation- and
world-wide events, we needed a place
on this campus that conversations can
be happening all the time about issues
around the world,” Associate Director
of Campus Ministry Chris Darcy said.
“The real world is here at BC.”
According its website, the group’s
primary goal is to “coordinate educational opportunities that will further
the discussion on race in the Boston
College community.”
Members of the Committee on Race
hope to create conversation between
faculty and students on the topic of
race, plan diversity events on campus,
improve the resources that currently

address racial issues, and communicate with students about the resources
already on campus, including AHANA
and different student-run clubs dealing
with diversity.
Ines Maturana Sendoya, the director of the Thea Bowman AHANA
and Intercultural Center and head of
the Committee on Race, decided who
would serve on the committee. The
members were chosen to represent
different departments and facets of
campus life.
Because the committee is still rather
new, members are still trying to figure
out ways to involve students in the discussion process. Darcy hopes, however,
that students will begin conversations
and give feedback concerning diversity
issues on campus.
“Students have told us that they
feel that they look to the University,
in terms of our leadership, to provide
the environment in which they feel
safe, comfortable, and respected and

See Committee, A3

Financial aid gap looms with Perkins loan discontinuation
BC students with high financial need among
thousands affected by federal loan retirement
By

Olivia Morley

For The Heigh ts

the Perkins Loan Program, which was
retired on Sept. 30 after Congress failed to
reinstate it.

Boston College students who chose to
finance their education through federal Perkins Loans this year, along with thousands of
first-time Perkins Loan recipients across the
country, have been left to suffer the consequences of the loan’s retirement.
The Office of Student Services has
been advocating for the continuation of

First-time Perkins borrowers needed to

provideall financial paperwork to the Office
ofStudent Services and sign a Perkins promissory note by the Sept. 30 deadline in order
to receive the Perkins funds that they were
allotted in their financial aid awards this year
before the program’s expiration.
Several students did not meet the

deadline, Associate Director Kathleen Rosa
said.
Freshmen and transfer students, specifically, will deal with the consequences of the
program’s expiration since most first-time
borrowers belong to these groups.
Even students who received Perkins
disbursements before the deadline are impacted by the loan’s retirement. Under the
new guidelines, students who received their
first Perkins disbursement this semester can
receive additional disbursements next semester, but will not receive the loan in their
financial aid packages next academic year.
Perkins Loans are distributed to students

with extremely high financial need. If a
low-income student cannot find alternative
funds next year, they may be unable to pay
next year’s tuition.
“More than half my tuition is covered
by financial aid,” Ariana Tramonti-Bonet,
MCAS 'l9, said. “There are students here
that need loans.”
Tramonti-Bonet, who received a Perkins
Loan this year, will not receive the loan next
year under the current stipulations. “I was
really close to not meeting the deadlines,”
she said.
Asa first-time borrower, TramontiBonet was not familiar with the characteris-

tically confusing process of applying for aid.
She thought that she had filled out all of her
loan paperworkonline, but received an email
shortly after she arrived at BC that said her
Perkins Loan had not yet been distributed
to her student account.
After Tramonti-Bonet received the
email, she rushed to the Office of Student
Services to sign her promissory note in
person.
There are several reasons students may
have missed the Sept. 30 deadline, Rosa
said. First-time borrowers cannot sign

See Perkins, A3
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The first annual Boston CosI lege-Harvard Collaboration
on Medical Hummanities will be held
Monday, Oct. 8, at 5:30 p.m. The event
will be a reading that features original
works pulled from the Medical
Humanities Journal of BC and comHH
positions from students at Harvard.

The JCM Constitutional Day Initiative lecture, hosted
by the department of political science,
features Michael Zuckert on Oct.
8 at 4:30 p.m. in McGuinn 121.
Zuckert, a professor of political science, has published
the fields of political theory

The Homecoming PowderPuff tournament is taking
place from Oct. 8 to Oct. 9 in Alumni
Stadium. Hosted by Class Councils Campus Activities Board, the
PowderPuff games are a kickoff
for Homecoming Weekend, which
includes a dance at Gillette.
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2015 Genius Grant goes to BC alumna
James Lucey

Heights Staff

spired woman determined to change
the lives of children with special

Center. A 1982 graduate with a
M.Ed. from the Lynch School of

Early last week, the MacMullen Foundation publicly named 24
recipients of the prestigious MacArthur Fellowship, also known as the
“MacArthur Genius Grant,” for the
year 2015. These scholars, innovators, and artists were selected for a
monetary endowment of $625,000
over fiveyears based on the criteria
of “exceptional creativity, promise
for important future advances based
on a track record of significant accomplishment, and potential for the
fellowship to facilitate subsequent
creative work.”
Unlike many grants of this variety, however, the MacMullen
Fellowship grant is truly “no strings
attached," said Cecilia A. Conrad,
the managing director of the foundation.
“They don’t have to report to us,”
Conrad said in an interview with the
New York Times following the announcement of the 2015 recipients.
“They can use the funds in any way
they see fit.”
Among this extraordinarily selective group of “people of outstanding
talent,” for her work as the founder
and director of the nonprofit Adaptive Design Association, is an in-

needs —entrepreneur and former
Eagle Alex Truesdell, FGSOE ’B2.
Proclaimed by the MacMullen
Foundation as a “visionary social
who challenges
entrepreneur
our assumption that disabilities
are fixed,” Truesdell’s nomination
and selection come as a result of
her work with ADA, which creates
innovative and inexpensive devices
to improve the lives of children with
special needs at home and at school.
Ranging from steps that allow a child
to climb in and out of a wheelchair
to seats that make standard-sized
classroom desks accessible for little
people, Truesdell’s work as the director of ADA has reached people
all across the United States and the
world. The low-cost and high-quality
adaptive equipmentproduced by the
ADA as reached “families, clinicians,
and educators as far away as India,
Guatemala, and Ecuador,” and is
constantly improving the lives of
thousands of children.
Truesdell received a B.S. and
M.Ed. from Fesley University, and,
prior to founding ADA, was affiliated with the nearbyPerkins School
for the Blind for nearly 20 years. At
Perkins, she was the founder and
coordinator of the Assistive Device

Education at Boston College, Truesdell’s accomplishment comes on the
heels of the MacArthur Fellowship
won by BC history professor Robin
Fleming just two years ago.
“All of us at Boston College,
particularly at the Lynch School of
Education where she received her
master’s degree, are proud of Alex
for this prestigious honor,” Jack
Dunn, directorof theOffice of News
and Public Affairs, said in an email

By

...

to

The Heights.
Truesdell’s endeavors have once

again taken her outside of the U.S.
and she is currently in Lima, Peru
setting up an adaptive design center
at a school for children with multiple
disabilities. This effort is one ofmany
of its kind hoping to build an “association” of adaptive design projects
across theworld, with similar efforts
underway in Toronto, Brazil, Boston,
Montreal, San Diego, Romania,
Holland and more, according to
the ADA website. The Lima effort
is one of two projects currently in
its beginning stages, resembling a
similar project in Pordand, OR.
“She is a visionary social entrepreneur and a distinguishedalumna
who has brought great honor to her
alma mater,” Dunn said. ¦

O’Neill exhibit explores mandates
designed to protect research data
By

Shannon Longworth

For The Heights
This October, the O’Neill exhibit
titled “Data Is the New Oil” explains
the significance of research data on
various levels. The exhibit provides
information on the general importance of such research while also

raising awareness about the possible
dangers that come with losing this
digitally-stored “Big Data.”
“We hope to inform anyone with
research data, or anyone who works
with anyone withresearch data—and
that’s a broad scope—about best
practices for protecting data, federal
mandates for making data available,
and the social justice aspectsof open
data,” said Enid Karr, the senior research librarian.
The data discussed consist of
research findings around the globe
as well as locally, here on Boston
College’s campus.
“Like other academic research
institutions, Boston College is responding to the proliferation of
federal and publisher mandates for
better data management practice as
there is growing recognition of the
enormous risk data loss poses,” the
exhibit states.
Federal mandates so far include
President ofthe United States Barack
Obama’s executive order, which he
signed on May 9,2013. In it, he stated
that in the future, all government
information would be stored as open,
“machine-readable” data, creating a
more dynamic governing body. This
would also make the United States
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government’s data significantly more
accessible, reinforcing the notion of
full transparency.
Obama’s administration has
spread this “Open Data Initiative”
across various areas of research from
financial matters to efforts in the
medical field.
“Scientific research supportedby
the Federal Government catalyzes innovative breakthroughs that drive our
economy,” John P. Holdren, director
of the Office ofScience and Technology Policy in the White House, said to
Obama. “The results of that research
become the grist for new insights and
are assets for progress in areas such
as health, energy, the environment,
agriculture, and national security.”
Such mandates to store data
publicly are not only being pushed
by the federal government, but by
other funders as well. The two types
offunders—government and corporate —are both taking steps to see this
transparency movement through.
Now, when corporations request the
help ofresearchers, they also require
that the researchers provide a “data
management plan,” detailing how
they will be safely storing their findings in an accessible manner.
The exhibit explains how these
data management plans are crucial
because they ensure that anyprogress
made by thoseresearchers at the time
can be shared with other scientists
and analysts internationally. Thus,
the information can be looked at by
different people, reworked, and built
upon —ultimately progressing in any
and all fields of research.
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12:07 p.m. A report was filed
regarding harassing phone calls in
Fitzpatrick Hall.
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A report was filed re-

garding a suspicious circumstance
in Edmonds Hall.
2:51 p.m.
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According to the exhibit, this
public approach to data collection,
experimentation, and analysis is the
groundwork for a more efficiently
evolving world because, it said, social
justice issues are one example of a
universal need that governments
and organizations can address more
quickly with the new informationbeing produced as theresult of working
with communal data.
“Open data serves [sic] the common good and encourages open
government and human rights,”
the exhibit says. “It aids in resolving
social issues such as food security,
poverty, and climate change in developing countries.”
The exhibit emphasizes the notion that the more collaboratively
researchers can work with their
findings, the more quickly they will
be able to come up with solutions to
the pressing problems humans are
facing internationally.
The exhibit goes on to provide
some key suggestions for how to
conduct one’s own data management. These steps include: backing
data up in various places, saving it in
repositories, keeping multiple copies
in open formats, and creating useful
metadata—data that summarize
other data.
“Boston College’s institutional
repository, eScholarship@bc, is an
important library service providing a place for researchers here to
deposit and archive their data, or
serve as a portal to Boston College
datasets housed elsewhere,” the
exhibit says. ¦

A report was filed
regarding the civil posession of
marijuana in Walsh Hall.
3:02 p.m.

-

-

A report was filed

regarding the civil posession of
marijuana in Walsh Hall.

10/05/15 10/07/15
-

4:23 p.m. A report was filed regarding a suspicious circumstance
in Ignacio Hall.
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Any Cuddy spoke about body language and self image last Tuesday.

Cuddy talks posture,
finding inner power
By

AlexandraAllam

distraction ofthinking abouthow they
are being perceived by others. On the

Heights Staff

ence at Robsham Theater thatinstead

other hand,when one feels powerless,
the inhibition system is activated.This
results in perceived threats instead of

of “faking it until you make it,” you
should instead find the power so

opportunities, negativity, pessimism,
prevention as opposed to promotion,

you can “fake it until you become it.”
Cuddy, a social psychologist and as-

and a sociallyconstrained sense ofself.
She explained her studies on posture
and the effects it has on power as a
solution to this problem.
“Your body language is not just
speaking to other people, it is also
speaking to you,” Cuddy said. “Understanding how this works helps you
to feel powerful and present in the
exact situations that are high stakes
and tend to make you feel powerless
and distracted.”
She showed that from primates to
humans, dominance and strength are
seen through the body spreading out.
Showing images including gorillas
pounding on their chests, and Wonder Woman and Superman with their
hands on their hips, Cuddy showed
evidence that these “power poses”
among animals are indeed correlated
with power.
“When we win first place ... this
[power pose with arms in the air]
is what we do immediately,” Cuddy
said.
She then showed the alternative.
Cuddy explainedthatsilver medalists,
with their head down and arms by
their sides, are by far the least happy
and are often performing an upward
comparison to the one person they
could not beat (the gold medalist).
That powerlessness is displayed in
body language where the body begins
to collapse inward, making oneself as
small as they can.
Cuddy said high levels of testosterone combined with low levels of
cortisol can signal strong leadership,

Amy Cuddy told a sold out audi-

sociate professor at Harvard Business
School, lectured this past Tuesday at
an event sponsored by the Women’s
Center and the Office of Graduate
Student Life.
Cuddy is famousfor her research
of the effects of body language on
performance and hormones, and her
corresponding TED Talk that, with
over 28 million views, is the second
most viewed TED Talk ever.
Cuddy first instructed the audience to imagine a high-stake situation
or challenging scenario, particular to
each person, such as asking for help
or standing up to someone. The task
would be executed with a sense of
anxiety and an inability to be present, where the person was constantly
thinking about how he or she was
being perceived. Finally, the scenario
would end with the person leaving
with a sense ofdisappointment. Cuddy
emphasized this inabilityto be present
as thekey to the downfall.
“I think of [presence] as the state
of being attuned to and comfortably
able to express your true thoughts and
emotions and values and potential,”
Cuddy said.
She explained that presence, for
most, is not a permanent state, but is
accessed in moments. Everyone can
be present, and the more frequently
a person accesses this presence, the
easier it will become to access it
again. Citing lulianne Moore, Cuddy
explained that presence is all about
power. Cuddy said, however, that the
conflict is that neither presence nor
power are appealing terms. Presence is
a term many believe to be “almost too
soft,” whilepower is a “prickly term.”
“Because power is not just about
power over others, it’s about power
over the self]’ Cuddy said. “You have
resources that you can access, but
you’re not, and that’s when you’re
not present. When you can access
those true feelings and values and
thoughts and abilities, that’s when
you’re present.”
She explainedthat power activates
the behavioral approach system,
which leads people to see challenges
in life with an optimistic outlook—as
opportunities instead of threats.
This power allows individuals
to access their potential without the

while low levels of testosterone and
increased levels of cortisol are connected to weak leadership. Cuddy
showed that body language conveying
powerlessness increased cortisol levels and decreased testosterone, while
power poses increased testosterone
and decreased cortisol, supporting
the belief that the stance one takes
can either increase or decrease their
ability to access the power within
that person.
She clarified that power posing
does not give people more power. It
simply allows each person to access
the power within them.
Cuddy left the audience with
a Maya Angelou quote. “Stand up
straight and realize who you are.
That you tower over your circumstances.” ¦
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A report was filed

regarding medical assistance
provided to a BC student who was
transported to a medical facility by
ambulance from Boston College
Police Headquarters.

—

Source: The

Boston College

Police Department

If you had a talk-show, who would be your first interview?
“Octomom, Ijust want to
know where she is, what
she’s up to, maybe have

“Tom Brady. He’s a
legend. That is why.”
—Kilian Nelson,

coffee with her.”

MCAS ’l9

—Hannah

McLaughlin,

MCAS ’lB

“Spongeßob,

to see

if

“Bruce Springsteen,

he’s high during the

because he’ll play music

episodes.”
—Clay Hatzen-

afterwards.”

buhler, MCAS ’l7

—Arthur Bailin,
MCAS ’l7
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University furthers discussion on race with new committee
Committee, from A1

J. A. Chancy.
She will

in which they can have these conversations,” Darcy said.
In the future, the committee wants
to focus on connecting students with
the pre-existing resources, including a
variety of speakers to visit BC over the
next month, including Professor Myriam

be lecturing about
“Dis(Af)Filiation Spectatorship and
Cultural Transmission Across the African Diaspora.”
They are also bringing Ta-Nehisi
Coates to campus, who will present his
recent book Between the World and
Me, which studies racial inequality in

America.
The committee also plans to promote AHAN A’s Campus of Difference

workshops.
These sessions are seminars, created
by the Anti-Defamation League, that
educate students on diversity and antibias issues in society.
The Committee is open to new sug-

gestions and seeks to tailor its goals to
student expectations after receiving
feedback, Darcy said.
The committee plans to meet every
couple of weeks and will schedule more
frequent conferences if issues are to
arise on campus.
“We want students to know that not
only this group, but so many people

on campus are invested in where they
are and if people are not feeling comfortable, then we want to know that,”
Darcy said.
“I think we also want to make sure
that we, as administrators, faculty, and
staff, are doing due diligence to students’ needs, and Ithink that one of the
big issues is race and climate.” ¦

Perkins Loans cancellation leaves students with fewer options
Tramonti-Bonet hopes that BC will

Perkins, from A1

come to students’ aid in the aftermath of

their Perkins promissory note electroni-

cally—government regulationsrequire that
schools receive a hard copyof the promissory note for new borrowers, which makes
it difficult for some students to turn all of
their paperwork in on time.
“I haven’t had an electronic promissory
note since 2007,” Rosa said.
Tramonti-Bonet was not aware that
the Perkins Loan Program was set to
potentially expire when she decided to
come to BC.
If she comes up short in her financial
aid package next year, she worries that she
will be forced to take out more high-interest private loans.
“It’s kind of a big deal if my private loan
has to increase," she said.

the loan’s retirement.
“I’m sort of expecting the school to
compensate with the school grant... make
up the difference so it’s not as noticeable,"
Tramonti-Bonet said. “Not all public and
private schools can do that with their
endowments.”
Some BC students who have Perkins
Loans will not be impacted by its retirement, however.
Upperclassmen who have borrowed
Perkins money from BC in the past will
still be able to receive the loan under the
condition that they do not change their
major before graduating.
The BC Office of Student Services has
been bracing itself for the repercussions
of the program’s retirement, said Rosa,

who has administered the loan for over
20 years.
Congress will decide whether to reauthorize the Higher Education Act this
spring, and Perkins advocates hope that
the loan program will be reintroduced in
the act, Rosa said.
“We’ve weathered through these kinds
of waves before," she said. “At least three
times since I’ve been here we’ve said, ‘lt’s
going to get terminated,’ and it hasn’t. I still
have that ray of hope.”
Reinstating the loan program would
cost $5 billion, and Senator Lamar Alexanderof Tennessee —the Republican chairman of the Senate education committee
who blocked the program’s revival—has
said that the money would be better spent
on grants.

He also thinks that it would be better to

streamline federal loans. Instead of having
subsidized Stafford Loans, unsubsidized
Stafford Loans, and Perkins Loans, he wants
to make one large unsubsidized loan.
Another reason Alexander does not
want to see the program renewed is that
the Perkins Loan currently has the highest
interest rate of the undergraduate federal
loans—but it is also the only fixed rate.
When the loan was cancelled last week,
Rosa said her staff was “concerned, as they
should be.”
The Office of Student Services has not
been given any information about what
steps to take now that the loan has been
retired.
“There is no plan in place for Washington to call these loans back,” she said. “This
is a big endeavor.”
The Perkins Loan is unique in that for

several years it has been self-sufficient.
“It’s a completelyrevolving fund,” Rosa
said.
The program has been funded entirely
by money that has been repaid to schools
from former borrowers.
Additionally, all Perkins Loans are
eligible for cancellation if their recipients
work in one of several public service occupations, such as teacher, law enforcement
official, nurse, or civil servant.
Since the Perkins Loan requires schools
to provide 25 percent of the money for the
loan to be disbursed, the federal government is supposed to reimburse schools if
a loan is forgiven.
“We cancel a lot of debt,” Rosa said.
“We’re supposed to be replenished for that
debt, and we haven’t had money given to
us since 2004.” ¦

Comm, department cracks down on non-academic studio use
Media Lab, from A1
hours have been cut in half.
“We get it,” Lyle said. “This place wasn’t
built to be a recording studio, and that’s
their perspective of it and that’s perfectly
valid, but the resource does go to waste.
And it goes to waste because one, people
don’t know it was here, and two, if they
did know it was here, they don’t have access to it.”
As an employee of the media lab, Lyle
has assisted with the recording of various
projects for the BC community, including
a promotionalvideofor JamesKale, LSOE

f

’l6, and Jose Altomari, MCAS ’l6, when
they ran for president and vice president
of the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College.
He also was in the middle ofrecording
an EP for Wynnm Murphy, MCAS ’lB, her
prize for winning the singer-songwriter
competition this past year.
Other projects, like the sound for the
“BC Funk” video, have been recorded
in the media lab as well, Lyle said. More
opportunities could open up for the BC
community, Lyle said, if more students
could use the lab.
When students in the audio classes

unused, despite the high quality of the
equipment, which is worth over $lO,OOO,
according to Seaver.
Lyle hopes that any decision made
about the lab will include the opportunity
for student input. He understands that the
classes should be a requirement, because
that is how students become trained in
the equipment.
“I feel like the system that we already
have in place with student access in the
classes can just be extended to people who
are interested in the space and what the
space allows you to do,” he said. “I’m ok

with the idea that the classes are a requirement with people who want to use the
lab because that’s where I learned to use
the equipment, and unless I was an audio
wizard before I came to BC, I don’t think I
would have learned to use a mixer.”
Both Seaver and Lyle hope to go into
the music industry upon graduation.
They are both graduatingthis spring, and
Seaver noted that he is aware he could not
use the lab after that.
However, he saw these last several
months as a home stretch on his way to
being a musician. Anyone who takes the
classes ought to have access to the lab, he

said, and the restrictions especially hurt
students who know how to use the lab,
but no longer can.
He would not spend 40 hours per week
in the lab unless he loved it, he said.
“For both Dan and I, the media lab
is an integral part of our pursuit to be a
musician, and without it we cannot chase
that dream, with the same equipment,
with the same know-how, with the same
resources,” Seaver said. “It’s not just a
situation where I want to record. It’s a
situation where the thing I want to do
after college I am less likely to do if I don’t
have that.” ¦
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Fast-casual dumpling diner set to open its doors in Jamaica Plain
Collin Couch

Heights Staff

ing to place greater focus on the vegan and
vegetarian communities. Cunningham
hopes his house-madetofu will attract a

From a young age, dumplings have
been on Matt Cunningham’s mind. Now,
the 32-year-old chef is looking to add
exotic and innovative flavorsto a familiar
Asian staple. The owner and executive
chef of Pink Samurai is attempting to
bring his fast and casual restaurant to a
Jamaica Plain. Pink Samurai will be moving into the space formerly occupied by
the Chinese restaurant CharlieChan’s and
will provide a laid-back atmosphereand “a
place peoplecan come multiple nights per
week,” Cunningham said. The restaurant is
scheduled to open in just a few weeks.
Although Pink Samurai is not officially
open, Cunningham and the staffof Pink
Samurai recently participated in the
“Taste Of Jamaica Plain festival” where
they received much praise from the local community after dishing out specials
of steamed and fried dumplings stuffed
with gourmet ingredients such as foie
gras, fermented sweet peas, and confit
duck soup.
With a number of restaurants emerging in JamaicaPlain, Pink Samurai is look-

larger number of health-conscious customers, and heavy foot traffic on Centre
St. in Jamaica Plain will satisfy a craving
people have been waiting for, he said. He
hopes hisa dumpling’s craze will attract a
large amount of people in JamaicaPlain.
Cunningham believes that the positive
feedback he has already gotten over his
dumplings is a promising indicator for the
opening of Pink Samurai.
Pink Samurai will incorporate a fastcasual format to supply customers with his
decadent dumplings. The restaurant will
offer a relatively small menu of 20 items,
and Cunningham claims that every option
on the menu is his favorite, because the intricate process for creating each dumpling
is so rewarding to the chef.
“One of our handmade dumplings will
have foie gras, peach kimchi, and pig skin
cracklings,” he said.
Cunningham explained that everything will be made in-house, including
vinegar and tofu, as well as sodas and
juices, and the chef will be using locally
sourced ingredients when possible. The

By

menu will also change frequently.

Cunningham made the conscious
choice to not be firmly rooted in traditional Asian cuisine, instead branching
out and using European techniques
and ingredients, such as foie gras in a
traditionally Asian dumpling. Apart
from dumplings and house-made tofu,
Pink Samurai’s menu will feature small
plates—such as thick chicken wings and
crab rangoons —soups,
and steamed
buns.
Although Cunningham’s wish for Pink
Samurai is to appeal to all ages, the fast
and casual restaurant with a newly renovated interior will be aimed at a younger,
college crowd.
“Things will be priced as reasonably as
we can,” Cunningham said. “Food will be
quick to prepare and we are planning on
being openlate.”
College students finding themselves
craving dumplings late at night can now
satisfy their desires, as Pink Samurai will
most likely be open until 1 a.m. on weekdays and later on weekends. Cunningham
hopes the relaxed atmosphere will be
welcoming to the average student—he
does not want to create “a stuffy restau-

PHOTO COURTESYOF MATT CUNNINGHAM

Executive chef Matt Cunningham will open his exotic restaurant in just a few weeks.
rant treated as something for events and

special occasions,” he said. This is a normal
misconception, as traditional gourmet
dumplings are typically served in upscale
conditions.
With an opening date just a few weeks
away, plans for the future are already in the
works for Cunningham.
Fresh dumplings and tofu available
at grocery stores or more local, organic

markets is one real possibility, and would
provide customers easy access to Pink
Samurai’s gourmet menu across the Boston area.

Looking to the future, expansion of
operationsfor Pink Samurai is on the horizon, as well as “the possibility of some of
our product, such as our own house-made
tofu or dumplings, being made available in
other markets,” Cunningham said. ¦

Harvard startup makes it easier to split bills at restaurants
By Pasquale DiFilippo

Heights Staff
Andres Sarmiento and Steve Gorodetskiy were tired of ending their nights
in frustration. Dinners and drinks turned
into long waits and confusion when the
check came. They created a tech startup
to fix this problem, effectively footing the
bill—by splitting it.
Sarmiento previously worked for American Airlines in Dallas. There, he focused
on optimizing the airline’s supply chain
operations to maximize revenue. Originally from Colombia, Sarmiento decided
to leave his job at American Airlines and
enrolled in Harvard Business School (HBS).
Leveraging his programming knowledge,
he was able to create SplitNGo with his
co-founder.

SplitNGo solves the complications
customers encounter when they attempt
to split bills at restaurants. “The inspiration
for SplitNGo came one night when I was
out with my friends and we had difficulty
splitting our bill,” Sarmiento said. “I knew
there had to be an easier way.”
Rather than utilizing an app-based
platform, a trend that many local startups
have recently looked toward, SplitNGo is
completely web-based. Customers access
the website on their smartphone, and are
prompted for a table code, which is provided by the restaurant.
Sarmiento explained that customers will

be able to

see their bill in

real-time as the

After the customers finish their meal,

they have the ability to pay their bill through
the platform. SplitNGo allows customers
to pay via PayPal, or a credit or debit card
through its service. Sarmiento hopes to
add Apple Pay and Bitcoin functionality in
the future. Upon payment, customers will
see a confirmation on their phone and will
receive an email of their receipt. After the
transaction is complete, the server is notified that the customers have paid.
One of the benefits of using SplitNGo
for a restaurant is the ability to turnover
tables more quickly, ultimately increasing
revenue, and getting customers in and out
the door in a timely manner. Sarmiento

server enters their orders into the system,

highlighted the ability of customers to pay

believes this will provide transparency
for customers who want to control how
much they are spending when out.

without being forced to wait for a server.
“When you go out and wait for the
check, which can often take far too long,

fie

allows
upsetting the customers —this
customers to pay and be on their way,” he
said. The platform also records which items
are ordered as a well as a suite of analytics
associated with what customers order.
“The analytical ability of our platform will
allow clients to see trends in what their
customers’ order, which can be valuable in
its decision making processes.”
During Sarmiento’s tenure at ITBS he
developed SplitNGo and received backing
from the fiarvard’s Innovation Lab, an
organization that provides space, mentors,
lawyers, and other resources to foster entrepreneurship and innovation at Harvard.
Though college students appear to be
early adapters to SplitNGo, Sarmiento has
seen increased growth of use among the
older demographic.
“Many parents with kids benefit from

our platform because they have small kids

and want to leave without disturbing anyone,” he said. Currently, 37 percent of U.S.
consumers are using mobile payments to
complete their transactions, of which 47
percent are using to expedite the checkout
process, according to Application Developers Alliance. This growing trend, which is
increasingly popular among Millennials, is
something that Sarmiento is trying to take
advantage of.
Currently, restaurants using SplitNGo’s
platform include Grendel’s Den, Boston
Burger Company, and The Sinclair in
Cambridge, Mass. Looking to the future,
Sarmiento is adamant that more restaurants will sign on to his app. “We have
other restaurants in the pipeline, but we
still need to finalize our relationship with
them,” he said. ¦

HUBweek revisited: ref lections from the forum at Faneuil Hall
Archer Parquette
This week I was tasked with the greatest
Metro-related assignment of all time.
“It’s HUBweek,” Niles, my personal editor,
told me. “It’s a city-wide week meant to bring
the best ofBoston to the forefront. The event
kicks off tomorrow with the Fenway Forum
panel at Faneuil Hall. It’s a discussion filled
with people who are all better and smarter
than you, Archer, you pug-faced mongrel. Go
and cover it for your column.”
I agreed to go and must now attempt to
recreate in print the fiery intensity of that
grandiose city-pride-filled cabal.
The day started as I sat outside Corcoran
Commons, clutching a cup of hot chocolate
and popping my black jacket collar around my
neck in a very JamesDean-esque manner. I
heard someone call my name and saw the two
Heights editors who would be joining me on
my journey. I also heard the squish ofrefusecovered boots hitting the cement and saw
Niles, whose debilitatingly-negative presence
seemed to always be following me around,
walking my way.

“ ll right, gang,” I said, “The four of us
A
better get moving if we want to make it to this
talk in time,”
“There are only three ofus here,” one of
the Heights editors said, squinting at me in a
confused, slightly alarmed manner,
“What’s his problem?” I whispered to
Niles, whose breath stank of cigarettes and
coffee, his eyes bloodshot and filled with
sinister glee.
We reached Faneuil Hall and took our
seats. As the crowd filled in and the talk itself
grew closer I could feel excitement surging
through my veins like caffeinated Americaloving cheese cereal.
“Sweet Caroline” began playing over the
speakers and, with little forewarning, the entire
crowd lost its collective mind. It was complete
buffoonery that could only be explained by the
power of Neil. One man stood in the crowd
and waved his hands in the air to the sweet
rhythms of N. Diamond. I contemplated the
state of shame in this country. The intense
weirdness of the moment was multiplied when
the sound of some sort ofpan-flute instrument
began echoing around the hall followed by
the sound ofbagpipes. With no explanation, a
man and woman carrying these instruments
began processing down theaisles playing some
strange tree-music folk song. The musicians
took the stage and began stomping and play-

ing, soon joinedby other instrumentalists. I
was filled with the strong, surreal sense that I

had woken up inside a scene from one ofmy
own ridiculous columns.
This weirdness dissipated soon after when
the hootenanny-causing musicians left the
stage and the panel, described jokingly as
“the esteemest” by host Robin Young, was
introduced: Arianna Huffington, Yo-Yo Ma,
Alexis Wilkinson, Andrew McAfee, Sherry
Turkle, and the panel leader, Harvard professor
Michael Sandel.
A surprisingly engaging and amusing
debate/discussionran for almost an hour-anda-halfbetween this group ofaccomplished
intellectuals. For a recounting ofthe moral
discussion and the fascinating specific aspects
wherein, I’ll direct you to Bennet Johnson’s
article covering this event. Personally, I’d
like to stick to one component that I believe
deserves a little “good old fashioned columnizing” (Copyright AP Industries Columnizing
Division).

At one point during the panel discussion
Yo-Yo Ma engaged in a semi-confrontational
debatewith MIT professor Andrew McAfee
over whether an extremely sophisticated
computer should ever be used to grade expressive essays (e.g. philosophy, poetry). As I sat
there watching this, my constantly-roaming
mind began to wonder about argumentative

discourse.
McAfee presented a convincing, evidentiary argument for why advanced computers
would be better suited to tasks such as grading, convicting criminals, and determining the
perfect mate. He cited various studies and laid
down the facts like a well-presented sandwich.
Yo-Yo argued that computers can never match
thehuman spirit and argued for our uniqueness. The people loved Yo-Yo, they cheered
and applauded after almost every humanistic
argument he made, even when it didn’t 100
percent match up to McAfee’s logic.
The debatereached its zenith when
McAfee dismissed Yo-Yo’s argument as “lovely
language,” and Yo-Yo responded with, “It’s
more than language. This is content.” The
crowd applaudedYo-Yo’s snappy comeback
and reaffirmed their love for his technology-reducing argument. This pro-humanistic
mentality applied to almost every argument
presented in thedebate. The crowd seemed to
value efficiency and technology beneath the
human spirit.
This sentiment was even backed, to an
extent, by Sandel, whose closing statement argued for the reigning in of our need for “mastery and control,” so that we don’t constrain
our humanity. The interplay between ruthless,
digitized efficiency and our desperate need to
cling to our God-given human spirit with all

fNTERTAININC HIBACHI CRILL f SHOW
DELICIOUS SUSHI
KARAOKE I DANCINC (FREE!)
OSAKA A EOT OF p AEI IN ONE PEACE
IEL 617-/32-0088

its imperfections provided a fascinating and
touching backdrop to all of the complex moral
philosophizing that occurred that night.
As the event ended, I felt legitimately
illuminated by the discussion. A number of
grandiose and deeply affecting thoughts had
been packed into a relatively small hour-anda-half that perfectly showcased the intellectual
and artistic greatness that Boston has to offer.
As I left Faneuil Hall, I smiled to myself.
The dark skies overheadand the cool Fall
breeze were invigorating. My dark mood of
weeks past fell away. The two Heights editors
who had accompanied me walked alongside. I
suddenly realized that my other foul-breathed
constantly-cantankerous companion wasn’t
walking beside me.
“Niles?” I said turning around, expecting to
see his terrifying dead-eyedvisage.
I saw no one. As I got into the taxi that
had come to pick us up, I came to a realization
about Niles and gained a sudden appreciation
for the real people who came to this event
with me and for the real people who organized
this event and brought this conglomeration of
greatness to historical downtown Boston.

Archer Parquette is an editor for
The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.
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COMMUNITY
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HELP WANTED
$$

SPERM DONORS WANTED
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Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.
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PLACING A CLASSIFED
AD?

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED
$45/Hour
For Junior HS Student
Please email jstclair@adviserinvestments.com
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PUZZLE'S By The Mepham Group

ACROSS

1 Chess ploy
7 Antique cane
topper
11 Home of the N.Y.
Rangers
14 Fundraising
targets
15 Wrath, in a hymn
16 Scarfed down
17 Annual
Christmas party
group
19 Small group
20 Brightened, with
“up”
21 Bible book
22 “Let it be so!”
24 Thrice due
25 Wetlands
protection org.
26 “Driving Miss
Daisy” setting
29 Humor that won’t
offend
31 Long poem
33 One of two
Pauline epistles:
Abbr.
34
for Innocent”:
Grafton novel
35 Pentecost, e.g.,
and what can
literally be found
in this puzzle’s
four other
longest answers
40 Same old thing
41 “This American
Life” host Glass
42 Run
43 Exercised
caution
48 Theatergoer’s
option
49 Fla. NBA team
50 Maker of “3
Series” cars
53 “Beloved” author
Morrison
54 Fromage hue
55 Yay relative
56 Part of a disguise
57 Singer with the
debut solo album
“Love. Angel.
Music. Baby.”
61 Loan letters
62 Lisa’s title
63 Passes
64 Relaxing retreat
65 Against
“

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow these rules:
• Number can appear only once in each row
• Number can appear only once in each column
• Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
• The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

/
'

s

66 Winning run,
perhaps
DOWN
1 Pens for
Dickens?
2 Caine title role
3 Civilian garb
4 ASCAP rival
5 Grow
6 Jams
7 Social group
8 Org. co-founded
by Gen. George
Wingate
9 Knucklehead
10 Happen to
11 Got some
attention
12 Flier that may
have four lines
13 Prefix with
thermal
18 “Right away!”
23 Key abbr.
26 “He makes no
friends who
never made
Tennyson
27 Grass-and-roots
layer
28 ’sos Dem.
presidential
hopeful

FOR DAILY UPDATES,

GET YOUR BC
NEWS ONLINE AT
BCHEIGHTS.COM.

29 Good, in Hebrew
30 Brilliance
31 Effort to equal
others
32 Relative of a Tshirt launcher
36 Hill worker
37 Creamy spread
38 Flowing out
39 Tankard
contents
40 Tach no.
44 Dark side

\

/

N

/
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SMOKEY
\

?
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s
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1. Realize thatwildfires burn more than 4 million acres every year.
2. Cut along dotted line.
3. Repeat this phrase: “Only You Can Prevent Wildfires.”

LLX VliliL bLUiLL* liU
9 out of 10 wildfires are caused by humans. 9 out of 10 wildfires can be prevented.
SMOKEYBEAR.COM

SAVE A LIFE. DON’T DRIVE HOME BUZZED.
BUZZED DRIVING IS DRUNK DRIVING.

RVI
Comcfl

U.S. Department of
Transportation

45 It’s hard to
untangle
46 Fifths on a staff
47 Knifelike ridges
50 Support
ray
51
52 Chef’s tool
54
B’rith
56 Nintendo’s
Mini
58 Finished on top
59 Dr.’s specialty
60 Distant
_
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Pass It On.

2 LG cheese pizzas and 2 Lt soda $22.47
1 LG topping pizza and 2 Lt soda $16.05
1 LG cheese pizza and 2 Lt soda $14.98
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TIAA-CREF: Upper’s Best Overall Large Fund Company 1
three years in a row. For the first time ever. How?
Our disciplined investment strategy aims to produce
competitive risk-adjusted returns that create long-term
value for you. Just what you’d expect from a company
that’s created to serve and built to perform.
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Learn more about our unprecedented,
award-winning performance at
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BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY 1
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visit the Research and Performance section on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc., and
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Bernie Sanders draws crowd of 22,000 supporters to Boston rally
By Ryder Lee

For The Heights

“Democratic Socialist” began his speech
by thanking his thousands of volunteers

around the nation, and termed his camBernie Sanders, the independent Vermont senator andDemocratic presidential
candidate, brought in a crowd of over
20,000 people to the Boston Convention
& Exhibition Center on Saturdaynight—a
number which doesn’t even include those
who couldn’t make it through the door.
A few thousand could not fit inside the
Center, but remained outside in the cold
weather and viewed the speech on screens
in an overflow area.
The crowd was the largest ever in
Massachusetts for a primary candidate’s
rally, according to The Boston Globe. At
roughly 22,000 people, Sanders surpassed
Barack Obama’s total of 10,000 people
eight years ago.
Included in the crowd was the recently
formed student group Boston College
Students for Bernie Sanders, as well as a
strong representation of undergraduates
from area colleges.
Much of the crowd “felt the Bern,”
as repeated chants of “Ber-nie! Ber-nie!”
periodically erupted throughout his

speech.
In the middle of the rapturous cheering
and roaring approval, the self-described

paign “a people’s campaign.”

I“ don’t have a Super PAC,” Sanders
said. “I don’t want a Super PAC, and I
don’t need a Super PAC. I don’t want [Wall
Street’s] money.”

Despite rejecting mass-campaign
financing tactics used by his rivals, including fellow Democratic presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton, Sanders has
nearly equalled Clinton’s third-quarter
fundraising totals. Clinton has raised
roughly $2B million, and currently leads
Sanders by $2 million.
What Sanders was quick to stress,
however, is the source of his money. He explained that 650,000 Americans donated a
total of $26 million to his campaign thus
far. Over 99 percent of all of Sanders’
contributions were under $lOO, with an
average donation of nearly $3O.
What followed was Sanders’ fiery
rhetoric on his calling-card issue: income
inequality. He explained that for 40 years,
the middle class of this country —once
the envy of the world—has been disappearing. “It is worse today than any time
since 1928,” he said. “Fifty-eight percent
of new income goes to the one percent.

That is not what the American economy
is supposed to be about.”
The senator proclaimed that wages in
America are “too damn low,” and that no
one can survive on the current federal
minimum wage of $7.25 an hour. Sanders
explained his desire to raise the minimum
wage to $l5 an hour.
Additionally, Sanders tackled the topic
of unemployment, particularly among
youths, and the racial and gender disparities in income and employment rates. He
tied the issue to America’s prison system,
calling for necessary reform. Sanders
called for “jobs and education, not jails and
incarceration.” He proposed “nonviolent
offenders not get locked up” in an effort
to shrink America’s jailed population,
which is currently larger than any other
in absolute
country’s in the world—both
terms and per capita.
Sanders also covered LGBTQ rights,
climate change, racial justice, tuition-free
public universities, and universal singlepayer health care. As the end of the rally
drew closer, there was a distinct tension
in the air as to whether the senator would
address the controversial subject of gun
control legislation in the wake of the
shooting at Umpqua Community College
in Oregon on Thursday. Until recently,

Between the blue lights: a

Sarah Moore
My roommate waited patiently for a

response as I glanced up from my tea cup
and over my glasses to the doorway she
was hovering in. She stood clad in grey
sweatpants and a worn Beachcomber
sweatshirt, holding a nondescript textbook down by her side. The glare from
the text message still reflected on her
face, and her eyes darted back and forth
from the screen to my glance.
“Did Haley tell you what happened?”
In a matter of keyboard clicks, I was
staring at hundreds of headlines, each
word threatening the safety of my best
friend.
Haley hadn’t told me what happened.
The last thing we had texted about was
instagram filters and boys from four
years ago. There were no mentions of
threats, FBI warnings, or school cancellations.
On Sunday evening, all the Philadelphia-area universities were issued a
warning by the FBI and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives
(ATF) concerning a potential “unspecified” threat of violence. Local and federal

law enforcement were monitoring postings on websites and message boards that
implied a horrific event, similar to last
week’s attack at a Community College
in Oregon, may take place on one of the
area’s campuses on Monday.
With a lump in my throat, I switched
from news outlets to social media. From
a quick glance at her Snapchat Story, my
best friend from high school seemed to
be completely content celebrating the
remnants of the weekend with the rest
of the girls in her sorority. She had even
used the Villanova geotag. All was well. I
could almost breathe again.
Some schools issued out warnings,
while most upped patrols and encouraged students to report any suspicious
activity. Almost all of them retained normal class schedules for Monday, though
many individual professors encouraged
students to stay home.
Frightening but easily forgotten,
events like this seem to be too readily
accepted. Asa generation that never
really saw a pre-Sept. 11 era but instead
see school shootings occur almost annually, we know how to keep our heads up
through horrific news. Take a moment of
silence, hug your loved ones, tomorrow
is anew day. We know how to remain
unaffected, to cope by creating a political
argument or calling our parents.
I don’t know why cities and colleges
are easy targets of 21st-century terror-
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The Democratic primary candidate addressed campaign financing and gun control laws.
many liberals accused Sanders of being
soft on gun control. He voted against the
pro-gun control Brady Bill and voted to al-

low guns on AMTRAK interstate trains.
Sanders’ stance on gun control is
largely determined by Vermont, the state
he represents, and a state that still maintains relaxed gun control laws. Sanders
has, however, been moving further to the
left on the issue since 2013. On Saturday,
he spoke strongly in favor of increased

background checks and stated his support for ending the sale and distribution
of semi-automatic weapons.
Massachusetts is among If states that
will hold Democratic primaries or caucuses on March 1, the day known as “Super
Tuesday.” Both Clinton and Sanders have
recently visited Boston in anticipation of
a Democratic nomination contest that
will continue to remain competitive on
the campaign trail. ¦

different take on student safety

ism, but I do know that it is a hell of a lot
harder to turn your head from a situation
when it involves the safety of someone
who is the subject of more than a few
picture frames in your bedroom.
Maybe it takes a tragedy to initiate
any response, to remind us that even
your brick house in Brighton, Mass, isn’t
as safe as you may think.
Boston had its tragedy, and has only
built a better sense of camaraderie since.
At a time when the authority and motives
of law enforcement seem to be up for
debate, this city has seen an attempted
revitalization of the country’s third-oldest police force. Among other initiatives,
just last year the city initiated a bike
patrol unit focused on reducing crime
and creating a communal sense of safety
and protection.
Even if effort isn’t politically imposed, this city refuses to be pushed
around. Yellow and blue ribbons still
adorn walkways and lampposts across
Newbury St. and Commonwealth Ave.
The infamous Boston Magazine cover
hangs in storefronts and offices. Boston
reacts and remembers, finding unity and
support through acknowledgement of
the catastrophe.
Although Boston College sits just five
miles from downtown Boston, we have
adopted a different take on situations like
this. Situations that we have no control
over and little warning of, yet have the

tragic ability to silence a city or campus.
Although Boston built off its tragedy,
we seem to ignore that reality. Between
the “Blue Lights,” students walk with
their heads down (both literally and
metaphorically) and refuse to address a
circumstance that could have very well
affected themselves.
We came close last year when a similar circumstance threatened Lower Campus. For a few hours, all of campus was
quiet. We followed text alerts, called our
parents, stayed indoors. We know how
the students in Philly felt—we shared
their anxiety and fear, and we know how
to regain some sense of normal.
Yet there was no official reaching out,
no condolences or acknowledgement—just silence. There were no signs or flyers,
no community-wide email concerning
the safety regulations and precautions
that BC students blindly assume we have.
You were lucky if one of your professors brought it up in class, although that
resulted in only a brief conversation.
How did this go unnoticed to my
peers, roommates, and friends when
it is a circumstance that hits so close
to home? Without acknowledgement,
threats like this standardize, making our
generation even more unaware and more
accepting of turmoil. How did people
walk across this campus on Monday,
completely ignorant to the fact that
campuses just a few hours away were on

lockdown?

Tragedies seem to have become current events instead of learning experi-

ences, at a place where being a man or
woman for others is so highly revered.
It took me a full 24 hours to regain

steady breathing again, to lower my
heartbeat and anxiety. Even Monday evening as my best friend and I exchanged
friendly emojis and words of reassurance,
even after I knew she had swapped her
classes for Netflix and the safety of a
locked apartment door that day, it is hard
to find comfort in an environment and
age group that seems to favor ignorance
over a constructive exchange.
I don’t know why cities and college
campuses are consistently the backdrop
for this generation’s terrible threats and
realities. I don’t know how to stop them
from happening, to repair broken communities or assure a safe environment by
any means. But I do know that we can’t
ignore what we don’t want to face. We
can’t ever stop feeling for someone’s best
friend or daughter or son who, like all of
us, is affected by problems like this. I do
know that even a little acknowledgement
or dialogue, especially at the hands of a
University founded on principles of care
and consciousness, could go a long way.

Sarah Moore is theAsst. Metro Editor
The Heights. She can be reached
at metro@bcheights.com.
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It’s time to rewrite the ‘No More Than Four student housing law
’

inspectors visited nearly 600 units

suspected to be in violation of the code

Bennet Johnson
Mei Kwong used to visit her daughter at Boston University for Parents’

Weekend each fall. But instead of seeing
her daughter next weekend, Kwong will
be visiting the local cemetery.
Binland Lee was 22 years old and a
senior at BU when she was killed in a
house fire in 2013. Lee was trapped in
her attic bedroom in an overcrowded
house in Allston that was riddled with
inadequate exits and a broken fire
alarm. Her death sparked a public outcry, and many demanded that the City
crack down on unsafe housing conditions for its nearly 40,000 students living
off campus each year.
Now seven years after the “No More
Than Four” ordinance was passed—prohibiting more than four undergraduates
from living in a single apartment—the
City recently admitted it has failed to
cite a single person for violating the law
designed to protect students like Lee
from overcrowded and dangerous units.
The rule has been declared “unenforceable” by Walsh and William
“Buddy” Christopher, the Inspectional
Services Department (ISD) commissioner. In a City Council hearing last
week, Christopher explained that his

three times each this year.
The number of citations? Zero.
The problem is this: Even if ISD
inspectors think a particular unit is
overcrowded, they can’t legally force
their way inside.
“[Landlords] are telling students not
to let ISD into the building,” Christopher told the City Council Committee.
“We cannot help students, which is our
primary goal, unless they know about
these problems.”
Most students lease apartments for
such a short period of time that they are
often uneducated about the inspection
process, and many do not know inspectors are targeting malicious landlords—not students.
Last year, a Boston Globe Spotlight
investigation found countless examples
of flooded basements, moldy walls, and
broken smoke detectors, as landlords
packed students into overcrowded
apartments off campus, and universities
continue to enroll more students than
they can house.
The City responded quickly: “My
concern is the life of everyyoung college
student living off campus in overcrowded apartment,” Mayor Martin J. Walsh,
WCAS ’O9, told The Globe last year.
Walsh persuaded officials from 31
local colleges and universities—including a reluctant Boston College—to
hand over all of the addresses of their
students living off campus. With that

critical data, ISD inspectors visited 580
potentially overcrowded addresses last
spring to enforce the No More Than
Four law, but could not cite a single
landlord.
A way to enforce the rules is essential, but unsafe off-campus housing won’t vanish without more beds
on college campuses. The benefit of
reducing the number of students living
off campus is twofold. First, the City
can make neighborhoods more inviting places for families, many of whom
have been pushed out by the increasing
number of students attending school
in Greater Boston. Second, the Walsh
administration can better attack the
problem of unsafe housing conditions
if more students live within university
jurisdiction.
BC is currently taking important
strides with the construction of 2150
Comm. Ave., and the purchase and
conversion of 2000 Comm. Ave. into
a residence hall. But I am still one of
nearly 1,000 BC students forced to rent
an address off campus each year out of
necessity—instead of by choice.
This year, a few small initiatives were
designed to make off-campus life safer,
including the creation of a “Student
Renters Guide,” which explains the
various rights belonging to uneducated
renting students, and “Boston 311,” a
citywide digital platform for reporting
non-emergency issues—including student housing. These are small steps, but
Walsh and the City need to do more.

After all, this is the same Boston that

has shown it can easily send a group
of obstreperouscollege kids to district
court over a rowdy game of beer pong.
Looking forward, the City must give
inspectors the legal access they need to
punish lackluster landlords. The only
viable solution is to change the law. BC
and other universities could help by
dispatching school officials to make sure
10 students aren’t crammed into a single
off-campus apartment. I know I would
be a lot more willing to open my door to
someone from BC than a random ISD
inspector.

Now is the time to fix the problem.

There were 126 students killed in offcampus housing fires over the past 15
years nationwide, and these housing
horror stories have become all too common in our city. The City Council plans
to form a group to address the issue in
the future, but someone needs to step
up and rewrite the law to give ISD the
legal access it needs to punish absentee
landlords right now.
Because nobody wants to lose another student like Binland Lee.

Bennet Johnson is the Metro Editor
for The Heights. He can be reached
at metro@beheights.com.
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The City has failed to enforce a law designed to protect students living off campus.
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At the end of this past Septemneed the help the very most.
ber, Perkins loans —Loans from the
To help maximizethe money that
federal government granted to indican take the place of future retired
viduals with extremely high financial federal loans, BC should also take
needs—were retired after Congress a closer look at its internal costs.
failed to reinstate the program. The Cutting administrativebloat should
discontinuationof these loans leaves be a start, along with the seemingly
numerous students questioning unnecessarily costs such as annuwhether or not they will have the ally tearing up and replacing grass
financial means to attend Boston for purely aesthetic reasons. And,
College this upcoming year, the although there are a myriad of reaprospect ofwhich is both sudden and sons for increases in tuition year-tounfair. The discontinuation of the year, the University should work to
loans—and the uncertainty offederal mitigate the upward trend, so that 20
financial aid it introduces—should
years down the road, when tuition
serve as an opportunity for the will reach unfathomable levels if the
University to think carefully about three percent yearly increase should
its endowmentand its tuition costs, hold, BC doesn’t find that it is incaespecially if it is looking to expand pable of helping any of its students
the availability of its educational in financial trouble.Competitive
services in the future.
salaries and campus aesthetic are
BC is a financial powerhouse: important when maintaining a topit has the 40th largest educational ranked, private institution, though
endowment in the U.S. with $2.2 paying some administrators like
billion in assets, while also having executives and preventing patches
the largest endowmentof any Jesuit ofbrown dirt should take a back seat
school in the nation, and the recent when there are students’ educations
Light the World Campaign is closing on the line.
in on its $1.5 billion goal earlier than
The halting of the Perkins Loans
is an unfortunate way for many stuexpected. With unforeseen complications and turnarounds like the dents to kick off anew, or even first,
halting of the Perkins Loans, a top year at BC. While there is hope that
administrative concern for the near the loans will be reinstated in the
future should be running campaigns near future, and therefore mitigate
akin to or with the same financial student anxiety over future educagoals of Light the World. When tional opportunities, this period of
the federal government is unable limbo should be a sign for the Unito provide support, BC should be versity to reevaluate its budget and
positioned to aid the students who financial aid considerations.

Why access to resources
matters for student musicians
able to make money off their music
or come from less privileged background, however, are in need of a
space to record and equipment to
gain vital career-oriented experience in the arts.
This semester, the music department lost several classrooms when
the fourth floor of Lyons was restructured. One of these classrooms
was used by the Music Guild, which
was able to find anew space in Carney. The University ought to make
it easierfor students to practice and
record music, rather than removing
their classrooms and forcing them
to use backdoor entries into the
recording studios.
It makes sense that students in
production classes are able to use
the equipment they need—they are
being trained, and have an interest
in it. But, their access should not
be shut off when they finish the
class. Rather, if the University has
a genuine interest in nurturing and
growing student musicians—especially those who are considering
a career in music production—it
would encourage them to continue
to use the studio after the class
is completed. If the studio can’t
handle the capacity, there needs to
be an increase in studio space, and
with it, a loosening of restrictions
on artistic resources at BC. Those
students who had been working
around the rules and taking advantage of the studio in the past few
years, however, emphasized that
they used the equipment when it
was otherwise lying dormant. Without a push by the administration to
open up and expand access to the
valuable media resources, there’s
littlereal opportunity left for artists
on campus.

“The scariest thought in the world is that someday I’ll wake up and realize I’ve
been sleepwalking through my life: underappreciating the people I love, making the same hurtful mistakes over and over, a slave to neuroses, fear, and the
habitual”
-George Saunders (1958-), American writer

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Printing reader comments from www.bcheights.com, the Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
In response to N
“ o Help: How Far Humanity
Can Go For The Refugees” by Solina Jean-Louis,
which ran on Oct. 4:

capitalism” is not paradoxical to me at all. There are
more types of capitalism in the world than you can
name, I’m willing to wager, and you are parroting
one particular point of view, cobbled together from

This reminds me of John Lennon’s beautiful song
“Imagine.”
But then I remember that John Lennon abused
his first wife, was a pretty awful father and could not
get alongwith his band-mates, and I think to myself:

a

Being an idealist is cheap.

philosophers,politicians and world governments for

Let’s let the Arab Gulf states solve this problem.
It’s long past time we in the west quit thinking we
can solve all the Muslim problems. They do not
want our help and everything we’ve done for them
(regardless of the intentions) was thrown back at us
with utter contempt.

centuries now; as yet, there does not seem to be a
consensus. I applaud your courageousness and audacity in attempting to use a 1994 paper (written by
a handful of Jesuits) to create anew universal theory.
Maybe 21 years from now another BC student will use
your column in an attempt to create anew universal
theory, but in the meantime I think you should do
more reading and less writing. Try to sample as many
different viewpoints as you can find. Live a little, and
then see what you think and how you feel.

—Arafat
In response to “Homogeneity at Boston College”
by Pamela Taylor, which ran on Sept. 23:
Pamela: the “seeming paradox of humanity and

represent
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On Oct. 18, 2015, Boston College will be signing a purchase and sale agreement to buy approximately 23 acres of land presently owned by
CongregationMishkan Tefila on Hammond Pond
Parkway, Newton. Eleven acres of that property
has remained undeveloped woods adjoining the
Webster Conservation land, the largest and most
pristine open space in Newton. This 11 acre parcel bisects the existing conservation property. BC
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intends to develop this property and in doing so
cause extensive environmental degradation to this
conservation area. Please help us preserve this
most crucial open space for ourselves and future
generations. Thank you. I’m a 72-year-old whose
parents, myself, children, and grandchildren have
frolicked in these woods.

What do you think?

Editorial Board can be found at BCHeights.

THEHEIGHTS

—Anonymous

Boston College’s purchase of land by Hammond Pond

its op/ed pages.
The views expressed in the above edito-

handful of likeminded sympathizers or perhaps
authors you’ve read and admired. Humanity is a concept much too grand to be discussed in a newspaper
column, and capitalism is a massive topic that has
occupied the minds ofcountless brilliant economists,

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for

rials
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Maximizing school’s financial
aid in face of federal woes

Last week, when Sean Seaver,
MCAS ’l6, was recording vocal
takes in Lyons, he received an
email informing him he could no
longer make use of the lab in that
academic building. Seaver is a workstudy student who had been taking
advantage of his special access to
Boston College’s media lab to record in the studio, and he was taken
aback by the sudden enforcement
of a rule that said only students in
certain classes could use the space.
He, along with fellow work-study
student Dan Lyle, MCAS ’l6, hope
that media lab faculty will loosen
restrictions on the area, which is
the only dedicatedstudio recording
space on BC’s campus.
Seaver’s band Small Talk has
used the space to record an EP and
is in the middle of recording another. The band, a frequent act in
the Music Guild’s open mic nights,
has also performed at BC’s Superfan
Zone. Other student musicians have
performed in Arts Fest, a week-long
extravaganzathat touts the dedication the University has to the arts.
The University spends a week
displaying the work of BC’s artistic
community, but the rest of the year
is often unable to provide these
students with resources they need.
While other majors including
computer science and hard sciences —have generousresources set
aside for their studies, the media
spaces, recording equipment, and
darkrooms vital to the creative
fields are often restricted, outdated,
or inadequatelysupplied.
Some student musicians have
used crowdsourcing campaigns, or
personal money, to install personal
sound systems to use to record
music. Students who are not yet

Heights

reserves

the right to write

and columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by email to editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The
Heights, 113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Hooking-up and dating: not mutually exclusive First, let me
skip the selfie
Christophe

TH E QUIET Kl D WITH A LOT TO SAY You
know this already, but there are a lot
of smart kids at this school. What
you might not know is that just because you’re smart, it doesn’t mean
you have anything good to say. If
you’ve ever been in a select political
science, sociology, or communication class, or literally every English
and philosophy class in existence,
then you know that pseudo intellectual blowhards have a way of running the show, despite the teacher’s
best efforts. So when the quiet kid
in the corner—the one who, despite
your best judgments, seems at best
half-interested with what’s currently
getting discussed—raises his or her
hand and drops some poignant and
salient piece of insight for the entire class, and takes no longer than
30 seconds to articulate his or her
point, you know the true meaning
of the word “respect.” You get to
thinking that maybe he or she should
talk more, but that’d just destroy
everything. If you want to captivate
like Steve Jobs, you’re going to have
to rehearse like Steve Jobs.
-

DAVID FOSTER WALLACE'S SPEECH
ON WORSHIP - Better than the overplayed-but-still-meaningful “This
Is Water” commencement speech,
David Foster Wallace’s talk on what
we worship, and why we should
worry about what we worship is
perfect for you, no matter what existential position you’re in. And, since
condescended videos online put the

speech at just over two minutes to
watch, you really have no excuses
the next time you’re looking for a
study break.
WWW.TXTWAR.COM -When you’re
figuring out how long you should
wait to text that girl or guy you’re
interested in, especially when you’re
not sure if he or she wants the same
thing, too, is a real pain in the ass,
txtwar.com is here to solve all your
problems with a quick online quiz.
(Even if you’re SL&L —single lonely
and looking —visiting
the website
is good for a laugh before you cry
yourself to sleep again.)

TAKE THE SHOT, THEN THE LOOK
While crabby hipsters, outspoken
luddites, and senior citizens might
make sly, back-handed comments
about the kids these days, and how
they can’t appreciate a good moment anymore, you shouldn’t listen
to them. Kids these days always feel
the need to stop, pull out their cell
phone and snap an everlasting picture of the concert, the latte, or the
sunset—and you should know that
there’s nothing inherently wrong
with wanting to take pictures of
things. There’s nothing wrong with
capturing something enthralling or
mesmerizing or coffee-related. Just
know that what is wrong is taking
the picture of the sunset, and then
quickly shuffling away and staring
down at your tiny screen. This happens far too often. Take a moment to
actually look with your eyeballs. It’s
what they’re for, and taking the time
to look will never do you wrong.
-

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

Bernier

Red Sox vs. Yankees; Celtics vs. Lakers;
Boston College vs. Boston University;
Newton vs. Upper—we have this thing for
rivalries. We love pitting two sides against
each other, and making it a point to highlight their differencesrather than commonalities. We love picking one of them,
and we won’t ever be seen cheering for the
other side. Win or lose, we won’t budge.
BC sees another addition to this
list: hook-up culture vs. dating culture.
There is this widely-held belief that these
two cultures are night and day. We must
choose only choose one, they say. It is
probably wise to specify that by the dating
culture, I mean going on dates, not longterm

relationships.

This seemingly natural rivalry is
something that has always intrigued me.
I first noticed it when I attended one of
Kerry Cronin’s famous talks on dating. She
gave a talk outlining what a date really is,
why people go on dates, and what people
should try to get out of a date. If every BC
student listened to what she had to say, BC
would probably be a better place. Needless
to say, the infamous hook-up culture came
up, and she said that people either fall into
the hook-up or the dating category. She
also made a point to show how the dating
culture is far more satisfying, and allaround better, than the hook-up culture.
While I completely agree, it seemed
that many students left with the wrong
idea. The way that we speak of the two
cultures, it’s as if they are on competing
sides. Naturally, this entails that they are
in someway substitutes for one another, as
if we only need one.
We often compare the two because
they have so much overlap. There’s this

idea of intimacy, vulnerability, and attraction. But these comparisons lead us to
a false belief: that they are two different
ways to achieve emotional fulfillment.
Naturally, if we put them on the same
spectrum in such a way, we must choose
the “better” one. Ifasked that way, most
people would agree that dates are all-in-all
better.
So why do people hookup? Why does
Kerry Cronin have to make her students
ask someone on a date? Shouldn’t we all
naturally want to ask people on dates,
if it’s so much better? Maybe. But that’s
not what’s happening here. The hook-up
culture is more prevalent than any type of
dating, by far.
The truth is, hooking up is easier. It’s
way
a
to escape our weekly reality, to feel
free. It’s accessible because so many people on campus share the same mindset.
It gives us a rush. It gives us that instant
gratification that we crave. It might even
help your confidence. That’s why people
choose that team, that’s why that team is
winning.
Dating,

on the

other hand, isn’t

as easy.

implies both
rejection and somethingbigger, something
more long-term. Who knows where it’ll
It takes

courage. It somehow

go? That is what makes it so scary: it is so
uncertain. It takes us out of our comfort

forces us to be vulnerable. But a
lot of the fears associated with dating stem
from misunderstanding. We see a date
as step one, where step 27 is a marriage.
We have this idea that a date is naturally
a precursor to a big commitment. But it’s
not—at least it shouldn’t be. It’s just a way
to get to know someone better, and to let
that personknow you might be romantically interested.
Now, what makes the hook-up culture
so bad? Well, it’s currently the dominant
outlet for emotional fulfillment. People
think that hooking up is a suitable way to
be fulfilled, because we keep comparing it
to dating in an attempt to out it. And that
is what makes it so destructive. That is
zone. It

why people have their hearts broken from
hooking up: no one is on the same page.
The first half is solely looking for physical
pleasure while the other half is looking
for something more, something romantic.
This is a recipe for disaster.
The main issue lies in how we oppose
the two cultures. If we tell people to stop
hooking up and start dating instead, they
won’t listen. People are stubborn. People
will keep hooking up, and continue to
have their hearts unsatisfied, or even
broken.
But what if we stop trying to make
people choose between the two? What if
we stop telling people to date instead of
hooking up, as if the two were substitutable? Yes, it’s true, dating is much more
fulfilling, but that doesn’t mean it is
something you necessarily must choose
over hooking up. When we assign a team
to everyone, we bind them to it. We force
a rivalry.
Instead, we should present them as
they are: two different means to two different ends, not two clashing ends of a
spectrum. Maybe then people would feel
less of a need to choose one, and would
date more. People might ask someone
out instead of hoping to run into them at
a Mod. Isn’t that what we’ve wanted all
along?
People would realize that hooking up
isn’t an effective way to be emotionally
fulfilled but that it is an effective way to
be physically fulfilled.
In an ideal world, the two coexist, side
by side. I don’t think this is too much of a
reach for BC. But stop trying to fight the
hook-up culture by shoving dates on students, and calling it the answer, because,
evidently, that hasn’t tipped the scale one
bit. Actually, the only way to balance the
two is to not put them on the same scale
at all.

Christophe Bernier is an op-ed columnist
for The Heights. He can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Snapping out of the technology mirage
personal advancements.
The iPhone is a black glass pocket mirror,
and as we stare into its fragmented light,
various compartments of our own individual identities are reflected back at us.
But in fact, within the black mirror
resides components of identities that
couldn’t be farther from our own. The
factory workers, the delivery men, the
lawyers, and the engineers who toiled to
produce our devices are hidden behind its
“elegant” functionality. While we stare at
ourselves satisfactorily—either through the
iPhone’s front facing camera or through
the many apps we use to keep track of
our own lives—we disregard those people
beyond our network of “connectivity.”
What’s worse is the illusion of global
interconnectedness that we experience
when mainstream apps like Snapchat
expose users to other parts of the world.
Snapchat stories that feature anew city
each day are enjoyable in that they allow
users to see celebrations occurring across
the globe.
There are, however, more places and
world conditions that fly under the radar
than those that are caught on camera. Videos of Philadelphia during Pope Francis’
visit may show a city whose streets teemed
with hope and excitement, but the actual
struggles of the impoverished will never be
broadcasted. Meanwhile, videos of Guangzhou, China, a city where millions ofrural
Chinese flock to work in factories and
produce our goods, will never be shown.
This is not to say that Snapchat
should begin to roll out new features that
enlighten users to the extreme plight of
the world. It is to illustrate, however, the
empty facade of human connectivity that
the iPhone emits. Our iPhones have more
computing power than the government
possessed 30 years ago. We must realize
the true connective power of our devices,
and demand systemic improvements to
the products that are sold to us. While
third party peer-to-peer apps have made
progress in connecting unlikely people,
the core operating system is underachieving and has exasperatedsegmentations
between individuals.
Despite the narcissism, social diversion,
and the illusion of connectedness that the
iPhone propagates, the truth of the matter
is that mobile smart devices are not going
away. They will only increase in presence
with the development of the Internet of
caters to our own

Pam Taylor
A defining characteristic of our generation is the emergence of mobile technology. We “Generation Xers” are technologically adept but can remember a time
before technology ruled our lives. I grew
up playing Chip’s Challenge on a boxy 20pound desktop computer that I couldn’t
carry with me. My father had a telephone
(with a cord!) wired to the center console
of his station wagon. And then, poof: Mark
Zuckerberg shoved Facebook into the
heart of every teen and Steve Jobs handed
the world the iPhone.
Though the simplicity of landline
phones, physical newspapers, and desktop
computers has faded into a rosy memory,
generations who come after us will not remember such a time —mobile technology
will indefinitely play a pivotal role in their
lives even before they leave the womb. It
is for this reason that the responsibility to
abate the negative side effects of mobile
technology falls on us, before humans are
socially conditioned to the norm of being
unsocial.
As tech-savvy 20-somethings, we do
not need a briefing on the undesirable
externalities that have crept into our lives
with the continual development of mobile
technology. We know good and well
what the shameless selfies, the incessant
texting, and the superfluous social media
apps have done to our here-and-now. We
are all too familiar with the irksomeness
of a friend abandoning our conversation
so she can watch a Snapchat of someone
vomiting rainbows. We have all felt the
shame of looking up to realize that every
member of our “social” group is on his or
her phone. We know the guilt offoregoing the opportunity to spread kindness to
perfect strangers because we’ve been too
consumed by our devices.
Smart phones boast of global interconnectedness, but ultimately prune our selfcenteredness. The iPhone’s prefix stands,
mocking us: an understated “i” that is so
omnipresent, we don’t even realize we’ve
slipped into its default setting ofselfworship. Nearly every app on the iPhone

Things and wearable technology. The convenience that our mobile devices provide
thwarts the disconcertment engendered by
the socially impolite and developmentally
questionableproblems they cause.
The addictive nature of iPhones can be
equated to that of drugs, which leads me to
ask: who is to blame, the drug user or the
drug dealer? Who is to blame, the iPhone
users or Apple? Though iPhone users have
the power to choose how and when we use
our phones, there is no denying the pervasive network effect that keeps us from
shutting off our phones. Timothy Prestero,
a respected product designer, said in a
TED Talk, “There is no such thing as a
dumb user. There are only dumb products.”
In this truth lies the reason why Apple
needs to seriously reconsider the design of
its iPhone.
Creating effective products hinges on
empathizing with the end user. Apple’s
iPhone has succeeded with this task by
providing developerswith a platform to
create applications that allow humans to
organize his or her life via mobile email,
banking, health tracking, messaging, and
the Internet. The superfluity of apps, however, causes distraction, detachedness, and
addictive behavior in users. Though the
side effects of enhanced productivity may
have initially been unintended, the pervasive detriment they impose on users’ lives
makes me question why the company’s
corporate leaders have not yet publically
acknowledged the issue.
By refocusing their attention on empathizing with humanity—by considering not
just productivity but what humans need,
want, and what types ofphysical situations
help them to naturally learn and develop
Apple’s products, can harmonize the digital, physical, and emotional, and help make
holistic improvements on the lives of all
people: users and non-users alike.
Thus the question is not: How can we
rid ourselves of our cellular devices. It is
not: where can we hide them, what rooms
can we forbid them, or how long can we
go without them? The question is, how
can we incite producers to transform these
powerful, impactful devices to foster not
only mindfulness among users, but also a
positive auxiliary impact?
Pam Taylor is an op-ed contributorfor
The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@beheights.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the op-ed columnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Dan Gazzola
Communication between our generation consists of a bevy of acronyms, and
brief photographic interactions. What may
appear as a jumble of random letters to
someone in an older generation, conveys a
message to those in ours. Life is short, and
apparently actually spelling out text messages takes up too much time. Which is
sort of strange, because auto correct does
not make typing acronyms easy.
Cramming as much information and
experience into as little data as possible
seems to be a trend for our generation, and
probably future ones as well. We limit our
thoughts to 140-character tweets, summarize our vacations in a couple of Instagram
posts, and communicate with friends via
ephemeral Snapchat messages.
If we do have limited time in this life,
we should focus our energy on enjoying it,
not worrying abouthow others perceive
our lives. The 30 minutes some spend on
getting that perfect Instagram post—the
one that really shows everyone how much
fun you’re having on vacation, with the waterfall in the background and your friends
on either side, everyone smiling and loving
life—could actually be spent experiencing
the moment, and living. I’m not saying that
everyone who posts to Instagram is doing
something wrong. We just spend so much
time worrying about how we portray our
lives to others that we often forget to stop
and experience our own life through our
own eyes.
Our tendency to summarize extends
past the picture posts to Instagram. We
constrict our communication with each
other through theincessant use of acronyms over text message. With phrases such
as “ttyl,” “btw,” and “thx,” we convey our
meaning with as little effort as possible.
The way we convey our thoughts over text
is rushed, and not “necessarily” genuine.
This common theme among our
generation doesn’t extend into our parents’
generations. Aside from the occasional
faux “hip” parent, there are very few in
older generations that seek shortcuts with
such ferocity as us. But there’s a big difference between these two generations. We
grew up learning to take the quickest way
out. Between the endless cycle of exams,
extracurricular involvement, social events,
and limited hours of sleep, we adapt to
minimizing time required to accomplish
the bare minimum. Even with the little
scraps offree time we do have, we are
never truly alone. Notifications from Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, and
whatever other apps we have, constantly
keep us connected to the social happenings
around us. We never have time to think for
ourselves, to exist within our own heads,
without interruption.
Although it may be hard with all the
distractions and all the things thatkeep
us busy, we need to take the time to
embrace theworld as it is in front of us.
We should be accepting our environment,
not trying to compare it with the edited
and projected lives of our peers. We need
to worry about our own lives, and take
the time to embrace all the opportunities
around us. Maximizing the amount of likes
on a photo, or views on a Snapchat story,
shouldn’t be at the top of our priority list
when we’re with friends. For some it even
becomes a competition, seeing who can
generate the most positive responses with
a single post.
If college is supposed to be the place
where we develop as individuals and grow
into independent, thinking adults, then
our interactions over social media are a
huge hindrance. We can’t learn to form our
own opinions when so much of our time
is spent catering to the opinions of others. We can’t learn from our experiences
when we aren’t ever fully present in our
own lives. We can’t achieve independence,
when we have panic attacks because our
phones are at 10-percentbattery. Sure, we
can assume that as we get older, we will
grow out of these habits. But instead of
waiting around for that to happen, maybe
we should take small steps in the right
direction. Maybe a picture of our dinner
isn’t a necessity. Maybe a disorienting
video of a concert doesn’t need to be taken.
Maybe we can weaken our dependence on
social media, and strengthen ourselves as
individuals.

Dan Gazzola is an op-ed columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.
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HUBWEEK

USED TO BE JUST A DREAM FOR LISA HENRY, TWO YEARS AGO, THE MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE BOSTON GLOBE MET WITH HARVARD, THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
TECHNOLOGY,
OF
AND MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL TO FIND A WAY TO DISPLAY BOSTON'S PRESENCE AS AN INNOVATION POWERHOUSE, NOW WITH THE HELP OF OVER
COMPANIES,
UNIVERSITIES,
ARTISTS, AND NONPROFITS, HUBWEEK IS SHOWCASING THE BEST OF BOSTON-AN INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE, INNOVATION, AND TECHNOLOGY. THE
100
FESTIVAL IS FEATURING OVER 100 EVENTS ACROSS GREATER BOSTON THIS WEEK, AND THE HEIGHTS FEATURED A FEW OF THEM. HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS:

CONVERSE INITIATIVE GAINS TRACTION

A PHILOSOPHY CLASS AT FANEUIL HALL
BENNET JOHNSON METRO EDITOR

SARAH MOORE ASST. METRO EDITOR
Just five years ago, the modern glass and
brick facade that dominates Boston’s waterfront
was a pile ofrubble. Situated between the Zakim
and North Washington St. bridges, the space
that had once been a forgotten access point to
the Charles River. Now, a 10-story reclaimed
wooden staircase is all that remains of the
sunken Lovejoy Wharf. It extends from the top
to bottom floors of the Converse World Headquarters that opened this past May.
Only a few months after the shoe company
moved to this Boston location, it will be opening its doors to the public as a participant
of HUBweek. On Thursday and Friday, the
Converse team, along with Indaba Music and
producer Sam Obey, are dedicating two days to
do a different kind of rebuilding, one focused
on amplifying the city’s music scene.
“This is the first HUBweek so we’re excited
to be involved from the ground up,” said Dan
Zaccagnino, founder of Indaba Music. “There
are amazing things happening in Boston in
technology, media, the sciences, and arts.
HUBweek will be a great way to showcase some
amazing talent and provide unique experiences
to participants.”
The Rubber Tracks Studio facility is a unique
element of the company’s headquarters, and
will provide the backdrop to this week’s events.
Established in 2011, the Converse Rubber Tracks
program is a global music platform that helps
stimulate the creativity of emerging artists and
musicians. Each studio space is specially designed to provide artists with all the latest tools
and the creative space that they need to produce
their unique sound. Each of the permanent studios in Brooklyn, Sao Paulo, and Boston connect
artists with engineers to create and produce
their original music, free of charge.
The HUBweek event is just one example
of the company’s music initiative. This week,
Converse invited some of the most talented
local artists and performers to participate in
a two-evening producer workshop that will
use technology and the brand’s Rubber Tracks
Sample Library to create new tracks.
“We’re proud to contribute to a city that
boasts such a large, untapped pool of extraordinary talent that shares a deep passion and
love for music,” said Jed Lewis, the global music
marketing director at Converse. “Located adjacent to Converse’s new world headquarters
on Boston’s Lovejoy Wharf, Converse Rubber
Tracks in Boston is the brand’s way of encouraging emerging artists and musicians to unleash
their creative spirits on a regular basis.”
All of the recordings made throughout
the two-day event will then have a home in
Converse’s royalty-free, online music library. In
addition to sharing an outlet with some of the

top musicians across the globe, local musicians
will be able to download and experiment with
library samples to improve their sound.
In conjunction with the constantly rotating studio time, the HUBweek events will also
include a two-night Producer Workshop with
Obey. The producer, who is also known as Obey
City, will not only serve as a hands-on resource
to the HUBweek participants, but will also use
all of the samples they record throughout the
day to create a collaborative music mix. The
new track will later premiere at an event party
on Saturday night.
The events will feature a full-day “HackAthon” that hopes to fuel multiple levels of
creativity by including a technological perspective. The “HackAthon” invites developers to
construct new technologicaloperations to better employ the studio space provided at Rubber
Tracks Boston. On Saturday, tech developers
will be challenged to create new programs and
products that utilize in more ways all that the
studio has to offer.
“One of our goals as a brand is to give back,
and help inspire anew generation of musicians,” Lewis said. “By opening Converse Rubber Tracks, it’s a way for us to say thank you to
musicians all over who have helped us become
the brand we are, and to provide a place for new
artists to have access to resources, they may not
be able to afford. It is Converse’s way in investing
in the future of music.”
From the earliest discussions of HUBweek,
Converse’s two-day celebration of the city’s creative elements has been one of the most highly
anticipated events. By utilizing the resources of
the Rubber Tracks Studio in conjunction with
the publicity of HUBweek, the locally-headquartered shoe giant hopes to help local artists and
musicians get their footing. ¦

PHOTO COURTESY OF CONVERSE

Hundreds of Bostonians were up on theirfeet,
singing and dancing to Neil Diamond’s “Sweet
Caroline” on Sunday evening. But instead of
standing within iconic Fenway Park, people were
gathered in the 273-year-old Faneuil Hall auditorium to watch a star-studded lineup of celebrities,
academics, and a Grammy-winning musician engage in a philosophical think-off about the effects
of technology on everyday life.
“Fenway Forum: What’s the Right Thing
to Do?” was the kick-off event of HUBweek, a
weeklong festival showcasing the integration of
art, science, technology, and health care in Boston. Ominous weather conditions prompted the
relocation of the event from Fenway Park to the
historic Faneuil Hall, with an overflow crowd in
a nearby hotel.
“What a glorious place for a Philosophy class,”
said Michael Sandel, the moderator of the event.
Sandel is a professor at Harvard University, authored the best-selling book Justice: What’s the
Right Thing to Do?, and frequently gives lectures
around the world to stadium-sized crowds on the
topics of justice, ethics, and democracy. In his
Harvard class, Justice, Sandel is best known for
connecting 21st-century moral dilemmas to the
ideas of ancient Greek philosophers like Kant,
Aristotle, and Locke.
The Fenway Forum followed a similar format,
with an entertaining and provocative, hour-anda-half-long philosophical discussion on the moral
dilemmas of technology in our daily lives. Sandel’s
students for the evening included editor-in-chief
of the Huffington Post, Arianna Huffington,
cellist Yo-Yo Ma, authors and MIT professors
Sherry Turkle and Andrew McAfee, and Alexis
Wilkinson, a recent graduate of Harvard and
current writer of HBO’s Emmy Award-winning
show, Veep. Comedian and Harvard alum Conan
O’Brien and Red Sox Hall of Fame pitcher Pedro
Martinez also weighed in, mixing humor and
eloquence during several previously-recorded
video segments.
The audience also was able participate, holding
red and blue placards depending on where they
stood on the issues. Ma’s Silk Road Ensemble
opened and closed the afternoon with a two-song
performance.
Is it morally permissible, Sandel began, for
people to use an app that allows users to put a
parking spot up for sale and bid on its price?
“I would permit anything that reduces stress,”
Huffington said. “One of the most stressful things
is looking around for a parking spot.”
Turkle disagreed, indicating that this app
would make individuals think about public space
as their own. She said an underground economy
would rise with people spending full days scouting
parking spots. “I can think of some parking spots
right now I would just hover around,” she said.

DANIELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

As the discussion continued, tensions began
to rise as Sandel pushed the panelists on deeper,
more controversial questions. He asked: Is it
okay that Über can use surge pricing and know
everything about you? Would you want your
Fitßit directly feeding information to insurance
companies? We may soon be able to use genetic
engineering to design our own children—but does
that mean we should, or be allowed to?
But perhaps the most entertaining moment of
the evening was a heated exchange between Ma
and McAfee. Sandel asked the question: Would
it be a good idea to create a machine that would
fairly grade a student’s paper on Dostoyevsky or
Plato?
McAfee argued for the benefits of the machine,
including a reliable evaluation that would not be
affected by inconsistency of professors. He said
from his own experience, professors don’t grade
the 100th essay with the same focus as the first.
This prompted Ma to give a powerful defense
of humanity. He used music as an example that
only humans can understand the individuality of
other humans.
“The path from one note to the next is going to
be differentfor every single human being on this
planet,” Ma said. “The reason we have conversations with peopleis because we don’t know where
the conversations are going. We want to look for
that in every student.”
McAfee pushed back. “It’s lovely language,” he
said. “But the world doesn’t work that way.”
“It’s more than language—this
is content,”
Ma declared.
Ultimately, how humans best use machines is
an essential moral question that we haven’t fully
wrapped our heads around yet, Sandel said. Bringing the forum to a close, Sandel left that audience
with the notion that there are no right answers
to these questions—instead they are designed to
spark debate on current topics.
“All of these questions pose a giant argument
for ethical and philosophical thinking,” Ma said.
“It just makes us pay attention to how we react to
things that give us more control and things that
actually cause change.” ¦

BACON SIZZLES AT ‘LET’S TALK ABOUT FOOD’ FESTIVAL IN COPLEY SQUARE
LESLIE SELLERS FOR THE HEIGHTS

one who wants to change with real actions and wants

Covering the expanse of Copley Sq., the “Let’s Talk
About Food” festival took over downtown Boston this
past Saturday. Despite the wind and the imminent approach of winter weather, many Bostonians turned out
for the first event in the HUBweek series.
Walking among the stands ofrestaurants, grocers,
and educators, the scent of bacon permeated the atmosphere, and the crackling sound of frying fat could be
heard across Copley Sq. Presented on a wooden slab,
freshly fried Dußreton bacon took center stage. The
bacon is a product of one of the company’s 200-plus
farms in Quebec and Ontario.
Dußreton is the first and only major pork producer
that’s on The Certified Humane Program and has been
there since 2003. Adele Douglass, the founder and
executive director of Humane Farm Animal care—The
Certified Humane Program spoke about the birth-toslaughter farm. “They applied for certification, opened
themselves up for inspection, and maintained their
standards every single year since,” she said.
When asked what it’s like working for Dußreton,
Claire Michaud, director of marketing and communications, said, “I’m proud to work for an ethical company,

about what they’re eating and where it comes from.”
Dußreton exemplified the mission of the Let’s Talk
Food Festival. Aimed at educating customers, the festival hosted demonstrations, lectures, and expertpanels
all day long. Topics ranged from: “Fixing School Food:
Celebrity Chef School Lunch Challenge” and “Cheese
Globally, Cheese Locally: Building a Better Cheese
Plate” to “Embracing Invasives: Learn to Love Unusual
Fish” and “Fermentation: DIY Kimchi Class.”
Among other vendors, Green City Growers also
occupied the central square of the festival. Showcasing
potted plants in milk crates, the head of marking, Augusta Nichols, said the mission of Green City Growers is
to convert unused spaces into productive places to grow
food in urban areas, and to inspire self-sufficiency. The
company hopes to educate the populace on how easy it
is to grow their own food anywhere the sun shines.
The company, owners, and cultivators of the garden
are based in Somerville, Mass, and have been expanding the hidden, but bountiful agricultural opportunities here in Boston since 2008. It is hoping for Boston
to return to its agricultural roots. In order for this to
happen, the company is educating children and adults

consumers to be more informed and conscientious

through its workshops and courses, teaching
people how to garden: everything from building
a bed for planting or assembling the crates for
harvesting one’s own food.
Dußreton and Green City Growers are just

two of the companies featured at the “Let’s Talk

About Food” Festival. The efforts employed by
all the attendants showcased the passion of the
Boston foodie community, and how ideas and
practices are being circulated across the city. ¦
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The state of
snobbery in art

Fall Concert Preview: The acts and bands to know

JOHN WILEY

By

Hannah McLaughlin
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Signs reading “Renoir Sucks” lined the
street while shouts of “God Hates Renoir”
filled the air outside the Museum of Fine

Arts Boston. Led by Instagram art activist

(and general political organizer) Max
Geller, a small contingent took Auguste
Renoir—l9th-century
populist-lite, dead
for 104 years, French Impressionist —to
task in the Boston streets.

That’s (picking a few hairs here and
there) how approximately 54 pieces
sprung up on Monday and Tuesday went.
Newspapers, NPR, art blogs, and sites
of all shapes and sizes threw something
about the story up. And why not? It’s

funny. It has a compelling lead character,

Geller, who says stuff like, “In real life
trees are beautiful—Renoir
just sucks at
painting,” and, “There are plenty of dead,

white males and their male gaze in museums already. You don’t need the wack,
craven mediocrity of Renoir.”
But Geller eventually makes an interesting point. He says, “When you think
about what a fine art museum is and what
its function is in society, the people in
charge of choosing what paintings belong

there and what paintings don’t have lost
their way This is about treacle and its
...

harmful effects on society.”

Geller —right or not—believes that
Renoir is bad, and that bad art is bad for
culture and bad for society. I’ll table the

specific argument of Renoir for another
time. But his argument is one that’s been
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The first-ever Fall Concert to be held on
Saturday Oct. 10 in the Vanderslice Cabaret
Room, will feature some of Boston College’s
brightest stars. If anyone is unfamiliar with
the event’s featured groups, the concert will
provide attendees with a taste of the unique
sounds and musical styles across campus.
Music Guild co-president Sean Seaver,
MCAS T6, stressed the intimacy of the upcoming event, despite the large crowd that he
predicts will flood both floors of the venue.
“While performers are elevated on a stage,
audience members can get right up close,” he
said. “It’s a cool dichotomy between popularity
and trying to make a close connection with
the audience.”
The Kellehers
Straight out of Canton, Mass., comes the
captivating musical stylings of The Kellehers.
Sisters Meghan Kelleher, LSOE T6, and
Katie Kelleher, CSOM TB, blend their voices
together to produce a confident sound and
some sweet, perceptible twang. Having been
immersed in music since birth thanks to their
father’s analytical approach to enjoying the
constant stream of classic rock that flooded
their childhood home, Meghan and Katie’s
mutual appreciation for music has continued
into their college years. Encouragedby their
parents to take guitar and piano lessons at
a young age, the girls pair instrument-playing prowess with harmonized vocals when
performing for an audience. Though The
Kellehers have written their own songs, the
two preferplaying inventive covers ofhit tracks
to better connect with the audience.

/
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The Island
Dan Lyle, MCAS T6, is an R&B artist
inspired by his mother’s love of Gospel. Lyle
describes himself as “religiously invested in the
music he likes.” Tackling a soft, conversational
rap style, Lyle churns out one original song
after another. His lyrics are predominantly
internal musings on relationships, and his
sound is a calming and fluid kind that floats
seamlessly from track to track. In his sophomore year, the Newark, N.J., native was named
president of Chorduroy, BC’s only student-run
record label. Under the stage name theislAnd,
Lyle hopes to market his music to a broader
audience—one that stretches beyond that
problematic BC bubble.
Phenom V
Likened on more than one occasion to
Drake by others and himself, Phenom V brings
the best ofconfessionalrap to the Heights. Emmanuel Laguerre, WCAS TB, draws listeners
in with his honest words drawn directly from
life experiences. Producing tracks under the
moniker Phenom V, Laguerre’s goal is to
make meaningful music that resonates with
his listeners. With Drake as his inspiration,
Laguerre aspires to become one of the new
faces of the Boston music scene. His passion
and pride for his home city is made abundantly
clear, especially in his most recent single “The
World Is Yours.” Making appearances at open
mic nights hosted by the Music Guild, as well
as the Break the Bubble music festival, Phenom V has cleverand introspective lyrics that
prioritize people over possessions. Stressing
the importance of keeping family close and
believing in oneself, the lyrics of each track
identify Phenom V as a driving force in the
pursuit ofpositive change.

ALEX STANLEY / HEIGHTS STAFF

Small Talk

“How You Gonna Do Me Like That” on

Recently renovated in sound and style,
the transformation of this band has quickly
become the talk of the town. Previously
categorizing itself under the vast umbrella
of indie rock, Small Talk stepped outside
of its comfort zone, trying out some highly
produced tracks for their debut EP Us Kids
in the spring. Despite the December 2014
departure offrontman Brian Seaver, the group
has excelled in its exploratory venture into a
decidedly psychedelic sound. Sean Seaver is
the remaining halfof the Seaver family frontmen, belting out the lyrics to the band’s single
“Brothers” in a somber yet sweet tribute to
Brian. Leading the band not only in vocals
but in production experience as well, chiming
tones and echoed vocals establish a mellow
vibe carried throughout the atmospheric EP.
Us Kids boasts “Retrogradient” as its upbeat
opening track, then sinks into the smooth
synth organs of “Song for Tulips.” Having
played shows in various venues across the city,
Small Talk has found a happy home both on
BC’s campus and outside the bubble—namely
on the stage of Cambridge’s renown music
club, The Middle East Downstairs.

the popular song-sharing website. On their
single “Gold,” luice’s toe-tapping instrumentals
merge with the sweet-sounding harmonies of
vocalists Kamau Burton, MCAS TB, and Ben
Stevens, CSOM TB. Throwing creative covers
of songs that span all genres into their setlist,
the versatile group often treats its audience
to familiar tunes—all
squeezed and pressed
to deliver the adrenaline-stimulating style of
Juice. Fusing fast rap with poppy beats and
slow, crooning vocals with high-energydrums,
a mix ofmany genres seems to be Juice’s recipe

Juice
By mixing together the many talents of
its members—strong vocals, heart-pounding
percussion, and some infectious fiddle—this
BC-bred band is truly the ideal eight-man.
Over the past fewyears, the octet has pumped
its signature blend of pop-funk into impressive venues including the Modstock stage,
Robsham Theater, and the dingy confines of
the infamous Middle East Downstairs. Juice
has taken Soundcloud by storm, boasting
original tracks like “Pineapple Groove” and

for success.

William Bolton
BC boy wonder William Bolton, CSOM
T6, has made a name for himselfwith a ear for
a

catchy tune and a few peculiarly-patterned

button-up shirts. A Detroit native, Bolton
entered the Boston music scene under the
stage name New Times Roman. Since his arrival, Bolton has produced two original albums
and a handful of professional music videos.
His old-school fashion sense parallels the
glory days ofMotown with a modern, freestyle
feel. Not one to slow down after his recent
successful release of second studio album
Love Supreme, Bolton, CSOM ‘l6. Switching sporadically throughout his tracks from
speak-singing to crooning catchy refrains,
Bolton craftily combines music genres that
average artists would be too timid to try for
themselves. Among Bolton’s best are singles
like “Passion” and the boppy “Let’s Stay
Together.” With quality background beats
and lyrics, he’s one of those artists who can
throw an annoyingly generic “baby” and
“girl” into every other line, and actually get
away with it. ¦

on the mind of some of our best critics.
Last Friday, New York Times critic (and

one of the two or three best film critics
working today) A.O. Scott wrote “Film

Snob? Is That So Wrong?”

The piece is in the league with the rest
of their New York Film Festival coverage.

Streaming services give life to canceled and lost programs
CALEB GRIEGO

In it, Scott condemns the snobs who like

fancy art to seem enlightened or higher
class. Scott says, “A snob is a person who

brandishes borrowed notions of distinction, whereas I —by temperament as well
as by profession, a critic —have

much

devoted

the disinterested application of true standards of excellence."
of my life to

Scott (and less articulately Geller) is

after measuring and celebrating excellence in art. And somewhere along the
line, anyone who disagreed, who said the

slower artistic burn —foreign films and
more obscure French Impressionists—are
better are decried “snobs”

and shoved to

the side of popular discussion.
Scott is both one of the best

film crit-

ics in America and yes, a snob. Someone

who admittedly takes pleasure in “slow
and difficult things.” He frowned at
Avengers: Age

of Ultron

and celebrated

The End of the Tour.
Part of what makes the films and art
that snobs and proper french Impressionists adore is that they require specific

training: A film class or art class. But why
can’t we meet in the middle more often?

In between our tastes and in the pieces of
art we produce and share.

Ta-Nahisi Coates is coming to campus

In a TV landscape that hangs delicately
on viewership numbers, keeping up the

quality and production value of a show
comes into play even after it is already on
the air. In recent years, audiences have

been witnesses

to

the quick rises and falls

of many series. Often times their stints on

the small screen were not even long enough
to warrant giving their stories closure or a

conclusion.
But in the advent of the streaming
age, some series have been given a second
chance. Plucked from the neglectful hands
of their mother networks, series like Hie
Mindy Project have been embraced by the
digital medium. The streaming services
have been charitable in this respect, as
they often pick up programs that may not
have the objective numbers to succeed, but
maintain healthy and passionate followings.
Were it not for services like Hulu, fans of
The Mindy Project would be out of a show
that had fun poking at the social fabric of
the workplace and speaking insightfully on
a wide variety of issues. More importantly,
the fans, who were loyal throughout the
first three seasons on Fox, would have
been left in the dark, not knowing where
the characters thev invested in mav have

ended up. Streaming services offer a solution to what can be a heartbreaking problem
for viewers.
Services like Hulu, Netflix, Amazon
Video and even You Tube used to be the place
that content could go and have a second life.
Series could still be enjoyed long after their
original air dates. Until recently, streaming
only housed the potential to kickstart dead
series, much like the DVD aftermarket. As in
the case ofFamily Guy, revival was only possible after unprecedented sales and serious
fan demand. The utility and accessibility of
these online services, however, only greatly
enhanced this notion of revival across the
digital realm. Steaming could not only house
the programs after their time, but during
their initial diffusion.
One of the major milestones of online
streaming of original content came in 2013
when Arrested Development was picked
up by Netflixfor a fourth season. Though
it garnered low ratings and viewership on
Fox, it nonethelessfound a unique group of
followers who were disheartened at its cancellation. When Netflix picked it up, it was
unhindered by the same kinds of financial
stakes. Though Netflixneeded to house new
content that could draw more people to their
subscription service, the company could take
more of a risk in making their own content
and building offof smaller markets. Though

Arrested Development may appeal to a few,
those who are interested are so passionate
that they may be drawn into Netflix’s grasp
for that one program. These kind offandoms
are widespread and offer niche markets that
can, when taken together, be quite profitable.
Asa cable box program, however, Fox was
in a tough spot and couldn’t feed a few passionate fans when there are only 24 hours of
airtime per day.
Tl'ie Mindy Project was in a similar spot.
The first three seasons made respectable
numbers on the charts and were critical
successes—by the third season, its viewership was dropping, Fox pulled the plug.
Hulu made the easy choice to swoop in
and claim another 2 million viewers for
its services and added another respectable program to its libraries. Allowing The
Mindy Project more time to continue on
its unique comedic route was a convenient
aside. Streaming services offer a solution to
the problem—a problem they created.
Though streaming services may seem
the savior of these smaller market programs, in reality, they are partly responsible
for them being dropped in the first place.
Increased accessibility to content has lead
to the sharp increase ofpeople cutting out
their cable boxes over the past five years.
With smaller viewership, TV companies
must find something to cling to in order to

remain competitive in their timeslot. And
this means dumping dead weight.
Hulu, Netflix,Amazon Video, and YouTube are no longer content with picking
up the scraps of TV networks and are now
producing their own original content. The
appeal of television seems to fade when one
has to factor in timeslots, commercials, and
canceled shows altogether.Firefly fans sure
understand thatlast one. In the meantime,
Hand of God, Daredevil, and Deadbeat are
ready to enjoy at the leisure of the viewer
at any time. All of this creates a funnel that
not only steals the viewers awayfrom their
TV sets, but the content they would have
been watching as well.
Similar to the plight of him, the traditional style of TV programming is dying. It
can no longer attract people the way it used
to. The convenience of online streaming
services makes for a more diverse landscape able to accommodate the tastes of
many different people. At the same time it
localizes content to one place. It is a perplexing notion that we have more variety
and choice, though the variety and choice
all comes from the same place.

Caleb Griego is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

in a few weeks. He’s a critically award

winning writer, a MacArthur grant winner.

TUBS WEEKEND in arts

They were giving his award winning Between the World and Me out
in the English department on Tuesday

BY: CHRIS FULLER

(the folks generally in charge of canon

ASSOCIATE ARTS

&

REVIEW EDITOR

and high art). And Coates—the Atlantic
correspondent—will
pen the upcoming
Black Panther comic for Marvel Comics.
There’s plenty of room between high and

MUSIC GUILD FALL CONCERT
(SATURDAY,7P.M.)

PATTI SMITH
(SATURDAY, 7 P.M.)

low art for snobs and commoners to meet

The Kelleher Sisters, Phenom V, Juice, and many more
will be playing at the Boston College Music Guild’s Fall
Concert this Saturday evening. The concert will be put on
in the Vanderslice Cabaret Room. The show is free and
there will be complementaryfood as well.

Patti Smith, an American singer-songwriter and
poet, will be playing at the Back Bay Events Center
this Saturday night. Tickets for the performance can
be purchased at the Harvard Book Store website.

together.
On

Monday, a few ofmy roommates

and I nestled into our common room to

watch Me And Earl And The Dying Girl.
It’s an indie about high school, friendship,
cancer, and film. And it’s bizarre, touching, honest, and surreal, all at once. It’s

thoroughly not The Fault in Our Stars. Me
and Earl and the Dying Girl wasn’t a huge

box-office smash, and it probably won’t win
any Oscars. But it was really good. And
it was accessible without talking down to
its audience. It’s the kind of movie—kind

of art—we

need more of to bridge the gap

between the snobs and commoners.

Ryan Dowd is the Arts

S3 Review Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
arts@bcheights.com.

MARK KNOPFLER
(FRIDAY, 7:30 P.M.)
British guitarist and film composer Mark Knopfler
will be playing at the Orpheum Theater in Boston
this Friday evening. Tickets can be purchased
leading up to the concert at orpheum.ticketsale-

WARNER BROS. PICTURES

OWL CITY
(MONDAY, 7 P.M.)
Adam Young’s electronica project, Owl City, will be coming to Boston Monday evening (Columbus Day). The band
will be playing at the Paradise Rock Club. Tickets can be

soffice.com.

bought on owlcitymusic.com.

OPPOSITE OF LONELINESS
(SUNDAY, 7 P.M.)

‘ AN’
P
(OPENS FRIDAY)

Essays and selections from the late Marina Keegan’s
The Opposite ofLoneliness will be read by several of
her professors from Yale this Sunday evening at the
Harvard Coupe. Admission to the event is free.

The reimagined origins story of Peter Pan and Captain
Hook hits theaters this Friday. The reboot stars Hugh
Jackman as Blackbeard, Levi Miller as Peter Pan, and
Amanda Seyfried as Mary.

STEVE JOBS’
(OPENS FRIDAY)
Michael Fassbender, Seth Rogen, and Kate Winslet
star in this biopic about the iconic Apple co-founder
and figurehead. The film goes behind the scenes of
three product launches leading up to the release of
the iMac in 1998.

‘99 HOMES’
(OPENS FRIDAY)
Dennis Nash, a single father is evicted from his
home by the ruthless businessman, Rick Carver,
who offers Dennis his only chance to win back his
home. The movie stars Andrew Garfield and Michael
Shannon.
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Why Broadway’s rap-infused ‘Hamilton musical matters
’

Dan Fitzgerald
When news first broke that
Lin-Manuel Miranda—an
accomplished composer of both
music and tweets —was penning a musical based on the
life of Alexander Hamilton set
largely to hip-hop music, I was
conflicted. It simply couldn’t
work. There was going to be
way too much going on in this
show. Whether it was unappealing to audiences or simply
a concept too odd to be successful, most signs led me to
assume that it would flop.
But part of me also recognized that this concept was
bold, unique, and stood out
like a sore thumb even before
the first note was delivered.
As I thought more about it, I
came to realize that many of
Broadway’s most admired and
successful composers through
the years have made a name
for themselves by bringing
something unorthodox to
the musical theater world.
Perhaps, then, Miranda’s

rhyme-spitting forefathers may
be less ridiculous than I first
imagined.
To see how Broadway
composers have found success
by breaking the mold, one does
not have to look much further
than Andrew Lloyd Webber.
In 1970, Webber and Tim Rice
composed Jesus Christ Superdramatic, powerful,
star—a
dialogue-free rock musical that
was instrumental in redefining
what could constitute a musical. Though classic musicals
(like Carousel or The Wizard of
Oz) have stood the test of time,
rock musicals as old as Superstar or as new as the Grammy
Award-winning American Idiot
continue to hold a major stake
in the musical theater world.
Webber certainly isn’t alone
in his innovation of the musical theater industry. Though
world-renowned composer and
lyricist Stephen Sondheim may
not have necessarily introduced
anew genre in the same way
that Webber did, he brought
to the table a fascinatingly
complex, unusual, sometimes

dissonant but always beautiful
composition style that made
everything from his repertoire distinct and refreshingly
original.
I was unfamiliar with
Sondheim’s work, but I soon
learned that his departure from
the traditional musical sound
carried with it an exciting and
thought-provoking approach to
theatrical composition.
Bearing Webber and Sondheim in mind, it became a bit
easier for me to understand the
logic behind what I originally
perceived as an overly eccentric concept in Hamilton.
In fact, several aspects of
the Hamilton concept actually
run parallel to the key ideas
that composers like Webber
and Sondheim introduced in
the past. For one, several of the
songs in Hamilton are nearly
entirely barren of sung lyrics
(with the exception of a few
hooks), but rather rely on lyrics
often delivered through rap.
It’s similar to Sondheim’s
use of layered, syncopated vocal rhythms in uncommon time

signatures.

Hamilton’s most delicate
song, “Dear Theodosia,” is
sure to remind listeners that a

ballad here or there won’t hurt
even the most progressively
composed musical, in the same
way that Webber didn’t shy
away from them in Superstar
with “I Don’t Know How to
Love Him.”
While parallels like these
certainly exist and allow for me
to analyze why something is
good or popular, the intangible, unanalyzable ability of
art to connect with audiences
regardless of whether or not it
adheres to past norms is what
composers like Webber, Sondheim, and Miranda have been
able to channel so effectively.
To explore different musical
styles is daring. To experiment
with unusual instrumentation
and vocals is inventive. To
shine a completely different
light on a pivotal piece of history is no small task. To attempt
to do all of these and create a
cohesive body of work in the
process risks complete failure,

CHART TOPPERS
TOP SINGLES

a kind the composer wouldn’t
encounter if the he or she stays
within the bounds of what audiences normally expect from
a musical.
Finally, to release an unconventional musical to the same
musical theater community
that allowed former Police
frontman Sting’s Tony-nominated musical The Last Ship to
flop just months prior is very
brave.
Perhaps it was faith in the
strength and appeal of their
composition that motivated
Miranda and other innovative
composers to think outside the
box, or maybe their inspiration
to create outweighed the possibility offailure.
Compositional bravery
exemplified most recently
through Miranda’s Hamilton
has continued to blaze new
trails for musicals and contributed to the constant evolution
of the art as we know it.

Dan Fitzgerald is a guest colum
nist for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
-

Avicii falls into pit of pop cliches with second EDM album
Deniz Demirci
For The Heights
By

One of the most eagerly anticipated albums of this year, Stories from
Swedish artist Tim Bergling—better
known as Avicii—was finally released
this past Friday. Following up on
2013’s True, Avicii’s sophomorealbum
further solidifies the DJ’s progression
into the pop arena. The album presents an energetic yet rather hollow
compilation overall.
Avicii’s debut album True was
a fresh, bluegrass tinged blast of
electronic dance music coated with
sprinkles ofsugary pop that propelled
it and Avicii himselfinto international
fame. Stories, however, falls somewhat
short of transcending the banality
of general pop music and ultimately
lands somewhere in the middle of
the jolting yet emotionally meaningful beats of electronic dance music
and the loud, sentimentally vacant
beaches of Ibiza.
“Waiting for Love,” the lead single
off the album, is co-produced with
Martin Garrix and employs Garrix’s

signature xylophone-like synthesizer
arrangement. The song is certainly
catchy and features an energetic
hook, but ultimately lacks the lyrical
substance and musical eloquence that
made some of True great. The second
song off the album, “Talk to Myself,”
is breezier and reminiscent of tropical
house music, with the sound of both

violins and steels pans dancing across
the background. The tune is a refreshing and modern take on the groove of
disco nights, the sounds that just seem
to carry you to the dance floor.
Later in the album, we return to
the classic dance arena in “True Believer.” The vocals, which commence
late in the song, provided by Avicii
himself, begin with a somewhat eerie,
robot voice and transition into the
voice ofChris Martin in the chorus. It
is an entertaining piece and its twists
and turns are quite enjoyable to listen
to. The song makes you want to stand
up and dance, which is a very commendable feat. The piano riff at the
end provides closure for the track,
as though a curtain is being pulled
across the wild party, leaving nothing
but vivid memories.
The third track, “Touch Me,” is
sensual, upbeat, and features soulful female vocals from Audra Mae.
The three-minute track is by far the
most repetitive in the line up and
leaves the impression of indifference. The rather lackluster “Touch
Me” is followed by what one of the
best tracks on the album, “Ten
More Days.” The humming of folk
guitars, which adorned Avicii’s
smash-hit “Wake Me Up,” appear
once again along with wonderfully haunting and stirring vocals.
The song also highlights Avicii’s
unmatched ability fuse folk and
electronic music, with a pinch of

indie. The acoustic undertones
of the ballad further intensify the
already moving, powerful vocals.
The impassioned lyrics, raised up
by an amplifying bass, give the
track its evocative and inherently
appealing sound.
But aside from some shading of
folk and disco, the album still leans
heavily on generic pop sounds.
The eighth track, “City Lights,” is
somewhat charming and begins in
the subliminally sensual manner
of moans repeating continuously.
Then, there is a swift transition
into uplifting, echoing female

vocals and a gliding piano tune.
The track is very reminiscent of a
younger Avicii, prior to his True
fame, as techno-dance music icon.
There is once again another transition as we bounce back to an electronic backdrop. It is pulsating,
fun, and leaves the listener with a
resounding sense of wonder.
Two tracks later in the album— “Can’t Catch Me” and
“Somewhere in Stockholm”—are
both unoriginal, fun, and catchy,
yet remain undistinguished. The
former is a change in scene with
reggae rhythms while “Some-

where in Stockholm” is not
groundbreaking in its electronic
pop sound, but is a catchy tune
and features an exhilarating
marching band drumming sequence.
Avicii’s Stories is a fun album,
filled with some great tracks. The
Swedish DJ, however, also seems
to be drifting further away from
his foundational electronic dance
music into an unpleasant purgatory of pulsating pop. Stories
is ultimately an electronic, pop
album with some good beats but
just not enough EDM. ¦

STORIES
AVICII
PRODUCED BY
ISLAND RECORDS
RELEASED
OCT. 2, 2015
OUR RATING

ISLAND RECORDS

Thefallfashion survival guide: go big andfuzzy or go home
MADISON SEMARJLAN
Although the weather still
insists on being bipolar, the cold air
is just around the corner. As some
of us flock home this Columbus
Day weekend, it’s time to switch out
our jean shorts and flip flops for
something a little more appropriate.

Though parting with our warmweather clothes may be a tearful
goodbye, don’t forget to pack these
fall necessities alongside your favorite Patagonia vest and riding boots.
The Blanket Scarf
As the temperatures dip lower
and lower, scarves should be growing larger. If you aren’t a fan of turtlenecks, which can growannoying and

PINTEREST.COM

HAPPILYGREY.COM

uncomfortable during long lectures,
a blanket scarf is the perfect alternative. You are protected from the

cold sharp air while walking outside,
and if you need to catch some Z’s in
between class, you’ve got yourself
an on-the-go blanket. These extra
large scarves can be difficult to tie,
but Boston fashion blogger Jean
demonstrates how to wear them

MAKEITFEELEASIER.COM

This fall blanket scarves (left), knit sweaters (center), and rain gear (right) are the items to get us through the season.

SINGLE REVIEWS

you soaked. And if you don’t want
to go full-out rain poncho, although

with ffurricane Joaquin that seems
like a tempting idea, a rain jacket
that covers your butt will do the
trick. Last week, I thought I could
get awaywithout a hood if I used
an umbrella, but the wind and my
umbrella did not get along.
As the buses turn into boats, waterprooffootwear is a necessity for
trudging through the mini bodies of
water that occasionally form. Ankle
boots will just fill up like a bucket of
water so taller rain boots are ideal
for the very temperamental rain.
Though these clothing items are
not the only things you will need,
they will definitely help you survive
this season. Oversized everything is
in right now: sweaters, scarves, you
name it. Beauty may be painful,
but comfort will never be out
of style.

Madison Semarjian is a guest
columnist for The Heights.
Shee can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

TOP ALBUMS

1 What A Time To Be
Alive
Drake & Future
2 Honeymoon
Lana Del Rey
3 Beauty Behind The
Madness.
The Weeknd
4 GO:OD AM
Mac Miller
5 Rattle That Lock
David Gilmour
Source: Billboard.com

MUSIC VIDEO
BAILEY FLYNN

“NEW AMERICANA”
HALSEY

Halsey’s newest video sets
her rebel anthem “New Americana” in the visually enticing, yet
unoriginal, dystopian wild. The
piece opens upon a grainy, postapocalyptic landscape. Halsey’s
disembodied voice murmurs
in an aim at gritty honesty that
instead drips with enough melodrama to last through the remaining four minutes.
Things gain momentum, however, as the cinematography and
music amp up. Halsey, cigarette
in hand, strides into some general
resistance compound. The visuals
are nothingrevolutionary, but try
to reflect the edginess of the unglamorous, which the entire song
seems intent on capturing.
Things quickly enter back
into the realm of the overdone.
Militant forces enter the compound and drag the young outsiders off to be scrutinized.
of the outsidHalsey—one
ers—stares
up, face blank and
yet clearly defiant in one of her
more articulate moments of
expressionin thevideo.
The chorus croons about
Nirvana and legal marijuana as
the singer is dragged to face her
death. What could have been
artfully constructed with a
controlled hand yet again turns
contrived as the heroine yells
for action from the unbothered onlookers. This crucial
depiction drags more than
it emotes, but finds another
bright moment as the music
surges to block out all other
sound as Halsey, drenched in
gasoline, screams noiselessly
into the night.
By the time Hasley s character
escapes, aided by the return of
her allies, the video has run out
ofgas. The song itself is one to get
behind, with a rousing chorus for
millennials that teases out deeper
resonance, but the video is illmatched visually and does little
in terms of emotional punch. The
intent is there, but somewhere
the connection is lost, and the
artist steamrolls on without taking the time to get it back. ¦

BY JUAN OLAVARRIA

MILEY CYRUS

“Hands of Love”

in her video “ffow to Style/Tie a
Blanket Scarf
Knit Sweaters
Some people may think oversized knit sweaters scream winter instead offall, but sweaters need to be
accompanied by a parka and seven
more layers to stay warm here on the
East Coast. Fall is kind enough to let
us get away with just an oversized
knit sweater, making jackets optional
for the day. They are thick enough to
shield you from the shivering winds,
and comfy enough to keep you
awake during your 8 a.m. classes.
Plus, they don’t shed, unlike mohair
and angora sweaters.
Rain Gear
Although this next week appears to be blue skies and mild
temperatures, the coastal fallout
of Hurricane Joaquin has taught
us the hard way that we need to be
prepared for rain this fall. I made the
mistake of wearing maroon jeans
during the last torrential downpour,
and by the end of the day my legs
looked sun-burnt. A piece of advice,
invest in rain gear that won’t leave

1 The Hills
The Weeknd
2 What Do You Mean?
Justin Bieber
3 Can’t Feel My Face
The Weeknd
4 Hotline Bling
Drake
5 Watch Me
Silento
6 679
Fetty Wap
7 Locked Away
R. City
8 Good For You
Selena Gomez

? ????

Miley shows off her impressive vocal range
in her new single, “Hands of Love.” With a
soothing piano back track, it hits full force when
she is complemented by a full spectrum of
instruments. It’s a refreshing change of pace
for the often-maligned superstar as she keeps
expanding her repertoire.

SELENA GOMEZ
“Me & the Rhythm"

MAYDAY PARADE
“Letting Go”

The third single off the band’s upcoming
release Black Line s, “Letting Go” has Mayday
Parade departing from its traditional punkrock sound into a more “grown-up” one, which
sounds remarkably Snow Patrol-like. Although a
good effort, emulation often yields unsatisfying
and uninspiring results. This is no different.

?????

A song full of energy and optimism, “Me &the
Rhythm” confirms Gomez’s place among the
premier pop artists of our generation. The fast
beat excites both the feet and the spirit—an
instant party mainstay. Although devoid of
any revolutionary features, the track leaves us
wanting to listen again and again.
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Through the lens of

A FULLER PICTURE

Trevor Noah
starts his reign

Kathryn Riley

Chris Fuller

JOHN WILEY/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

John Wiley Editor-In-Chief

She

is in the crowd, surveying, camera at the hip.
Three shutter clicks, disguised by the screech of the
tracks below, go unnoticed. She looks off to the side,
making a point to keep her line of sight away from
the subject. She steals three more shots, then adjusts. A man
at the other side of the car eyes the activity. He says nothing,
and the doors soon open, emptying the train’s contents onto
the streets of Cambridge. She smiles, shifting her stance as the
commuter traffic eases, finally looking down to her camera
monitor. Were nearing the end of the Red Line.
She’s still not sure she found what she wanted.
Kathryn Riley, MCAS T6, likes the everyday: people
stopped in the TANARUS, people rushing to South Station. “The vernacular,” she says with a laugh, as she recalls a class lecture.
Riley is an Instagram artist, and a well-known one by most
standards, recently breaking 5,000 followers. She’s been
named one of the “Top 10 Instagrammers to Follow” by
Halfstack Magazine, with her work featured in several other

Riley says.
Wrentham is a relatively isolated community between
Newport, R. 1., and Boston. It’s a part of Massachusetts where
you can still hear coyotes and fisher cats trying to kill each

that the application is for so much more than mobile photos
at this point. She personally takes all her Instagram

photo publications.
She speaks modestly of her place in the network, quick to
point out the luck of it all.

“There are a lot of days when I come back and I barely have
anything—it’s the most defeatingfeeling,” she says. “And then
there are some days when I feel nothing can go wrong.”
Peeling away the “superficial Boston,” to Riley, is a question
of access. It means climbing fences, walking past doormen,
capturing moments in unwelcome spaces. She’s won the reprimand of T drivers and the occasional reproach of her subjects.
Few things are as uncomfortable as a train ride spent with an
angry passenger, she’ll tell you—she avoids shooting on the
Green Line, where there’s not much room to hide.
She prefers to travel the city alone, walking quietlythrough
Boston’s streets, taking two-way trips across the train network
on a single fare. These shoots can last up to eight hours.
“I don’t try to stay the same,” she says when asked about
her method.
Having grown up in Massachusetts, she’s seen the city
change. Asa child, she took occasional trips by her father’s
office in the financial district. She remembers, then, the smell
of nearby garbage heaps wafting by South Station. Today, the
same streets are pristine, with manicured lawns and elaborate
public art displays.
She prefers shooting in T stations: she likes their lighting,
and marvels at how generic they are compared to what she’s
seen in New York and London. There’s an aesthetic to grungy
places she’s really grownto love.
Riley recalls a game she would play with friends in high
school, growing in the small town of Wrentham, Mass. A
player from each team, blindfolded, would be shuttled awayin
the opposing team’s car, then left in an undisclosed place—no

other at night. “Were one of those old New England towns
where in the center of town there’s a common with a gazebo
and a white church with a big steeple,” Riley says. She grew
up there in a big Irish Catholic family (her mother was one
of 13 children), and belonged to a long line ofDivision 1 athletes. New England sports were an important part oflife in
Wrentham. Heavily involved in sports through high school,
Riley came to Boston College to play lacrosse.
Two years into her college career, she left the sport. Like
that game in high school, Riley had to find her way back.
She was a junior, walking around the InvolvementFair, seriously considering other extracurriculars for the first time.
She found Sub Turri, the BC yearbook, for which she is now
the photo editor, and, on a more personal level, she found
photography.
Her interest in the art began to pick up at the end of her
sophomore year, and it was adjunct fine arts professor Greer
Muldowney, in her junior year, who first introduced her to
street photography. Muldowney’s assignment, directing students into the city to look for new angles ofBoston, developed
into an obsession for Riley.
Riley considers herself a shy person, which is partially
why her interest in street photography still somewhat surprises her. She describes the moment the shutter clicks as

an adrenaline rush, and the response she gets to her work on

Instagram addictive.

For Riley, Instagram is as much a community as a platform. She’ll frequently meet up with other prominent Boston
Instagrammers, ask themabout techniques. When visiting a
new city, she’ll message other Instagram artists in the area to

phone, no personal items. The car would drive away,and the
player—with the blindfold lifted—would be left to look for
her team, and her team, the lost player.
“That’s what you do when you have nothing else to do,”

fessional or semi-professional digital camera) on a platform
designed initially for mobile images.
Riley considers that particular Insta-beef settled, and
comments that most in the Instagram community accept

learn about the best spots to visit.
She finds it entertaining how involved these photographers can get, recounting a great “Insta-beef” last year over
the posting ofDSLR photography (photos takenwith a pro-

photos

with a DSLR camera.
Street photographers, typically uninterested in rules, do
have ethical limitations from Riley’s perspective. She actively
avoids photos that exploit thosewithout homes, for example,
and asks permission when in doubt.
Still, however, the line between observationand intrusion
can quickly blur. Several weeks ago, photographing a shop in
Boston’s Chinatown, Riley found herself suddenly face-to-face
with an irate street vendor. These roll-in shops, heavily restricted by Boston regulators, tend to operate without permits
in the city’s downtown.
Well-intentioned photographers can appear as threats
to some. For the most part, however, Riley finds that, as a
woman, she draws less suspicion in photographing strangers,
and can navigate most spaces without drawing much more
than a sour look or two.
We’re nearing a destination for the evening’s trip down the
Red Line. Porter, at 105 feet below the ground, is the deepest

station in the MBTA system. Its water-stained paneling and
generic 1980s brick design make it an unremarkable site to
most —Riley considers it the city’s best. She leaves the train
swiftly, keeping up with the commuter crowd. Rounding the
corner, the centerpiece of the station comes to view: a threeaisle escalator, with baby blue bird-wing panels buttressing
the busy tunnel.
Lines of commuters hang right on the escalator. Riley
hangs left, camera to her face, and lets out a round of shutter clicks. In the Cambridge underground, there’s a clearer
view of the city than you could ever find at street level.
With the next train’s arrival, we head back down. Face
after face—some questioning, most unaware—pass us,
trapped in the nine-to-fivefoot traffic, unable to protest as
the photographer passes on the opposite escalator, capturing their evening routine in detail.
In a minute’s time, the station empties. We’re now on
the opposite end of the subway system, far from home.
We wait on the vacant platform, ready to make our way
back to BC.
That’s what you do when you have nothing else to
do. ¦

It’s still weird to see someone new in
the chair. As much as I’ve enjoyed the
revamped show so far, there’s still this
little part of me that wants Jon Stewart
to appear behind The Daily Show desk
when I flip on the TV at 11. Trevor
Noah, who started his reign on the
Comedy Central late night talk show
last week, looks well suited (both literally and figuratively) for the position,
but it’ll take some time to adjust.
Looking back at old clips of Jon
Stewart from the last couple years, he
looked overwhelmingly tired. I used
to mistake his fatigue for aging, but
it has become more apparent (mostly
because of the emphasis Stewart
recently has placed on how much work
he put into the program) that his eyes
weren’t naturally sagging so much as he
probably had to put all his effort into
keeping them open from exhaustion. I
appreciated the last couple months of
Stewart’s run at The Daily Show, but it’s
completely understandable that, after
16 years on the job, he wanted a change
in scenery (and probably pace).
After about a month ofreruns,
Noah took over The Daily Show last
Monday. I hadn’t really thought much
about the show in the month leading
up to Monday’s airing, but a surge of
excitement ran through me that day. I
realized I missed my nightly fill on what
was happening around the country.
Much like Stewart, I detest the 24hour news cycle. I especially don’t trust
any of the major 24-hour news channels
to deliver unbiased reports. I’ve found a
couple of online publishers like Vice and
VOX that I trust enough to read every
once and awhile, but I’m a slow reader
and I don’t put in the necessary effort to
get what I consider to be a great understanding of political issues.
Sure, does The Daily Show give me
a huge amount ofinformation in its
format? No. It doesn’t play the numbers games that 24-hour news cycles
go through. But I don’t trust their
numbers. I trust the crew at The Daily
Show with their interpretations of the
numbers. I might be buying into simply
a narrative different from the one you’ll
hear on 24-hour news channels, but
after years of sifting through different
programs, I think I’ve found the right
one.

Jon Stewart started a legacy that
Noah, a South African comedian, seems
genuinely interested in maintaining
during his run. Sincerity was the first
thing that showed me Noah might be
the right man for the job. His first show
proved that, to an extent, he knew what
he was getting into. He went through
his first segment, talking about the
pope’s trip to America, with an admirable confidence. In his second segment
of the night, Noah acknowledged how
much of a task taking over for Stewart
would be. I liked that he recognized
the prestige of his new position and
how much the show means to regular
viewers.
There were a couple aspects of
Noah’s performance, however, that were
a bit worrisome. He still needs to adjust
to the comic timing of The Daily Show.
The inflexions in his voice are a bit
awkward at times, and the pace of his
speech can be uneven. Also, his interviews feel uncomfortable. Maybe it’s the
fact that his guests have no relationship
with him yet, or it could be that he’s just
getting used to the format of a television interview, but so far his interviews
have been forced. While most talk show
hosts probably have their questions prepared beforehand, great talk show hosts
make their conversations flow naturally,
not particularly like a Q&A on Reddit. Granted, Noah has just started the
program, so it would be unfair to judge
him so harshly right out the gate. A
couple months in the seat will hopefully
do him well.
It’s great to have The Daily Show
back, especially with some new blood
flowing through it. I miss seeing Stewart every other night, but I’m glad that
he has the time to pursue other endeavors he’s interested in. I’m not sure how
much of Jon’s writing crew stayed with
the new Daily Show, but the transition
hasn’t hindered its humor at all. Noah
has done a great job addressing and
then dismissing the pressure of replacing Stewart, too. It’s great to have a
foreigner reporting our news. I’ve loved
hearing his opinion on the oddities of
our political system and its dependent
news coverage. All Noah needs is a
little time to wear in the cushion on
his swivel-chair and he’ll probably have
a first-class act up and running in no
time.

Chris Fuller is theAssoc. Arts S3 Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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INTRODUCING JERRY YORK' S
BEST RECRUITING CLASS YET

BABIES

JACK STEDMAN
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
Talk to Jerry York about
the nine freshmen on his
team, and he won’t give
away too much.
Ask him if it’s the best
recruiting class ever, and
he’s even more coy.
“If you ask me that in
April, I’ll let you know,”
he said.
April is when the national championship is played,
and as the preseason No. 1,
that’s where Boston College
should end up. Last year,
the Eagles’ season ended
in March with a first round
exit, but this year is a lot
different.
The most obvious
change is the nine guys with
‘Fr.’ next to their names.
While York points to the
returners as the reason why
BC has been ranked No.
1, this freshman class has
immediately improved BC
across all lines.
The group consists of
forwards Jeremy Bracco,
Colin White, Miles Wood,
Chris Brown, JD Dudek,
and Chris Shero, defensemen Casey Fitzgerald and
Josh Couturier, and goalie
Chris Birdsall.
“It’s a good class, ain’t
it,” York said with eyebrows
raised, in a you-know-thatI-know kind of way.
It’s not just good. It’s the
best to ever walk through
Conte Forum’s doors, with
immense talent concentrated at the top.
White was the alternate
captain of the gold-medal
winning U.S. Men’s National Under-18 Team in 2015.
Bracco was his linemate,
and assisted White on the
game-winner in overtime
of the gold medal game.
Fitzgerald finished with
the best plus/minus of the
team in the tournament.
Oh, and Wood? He skated
with those guys in the U.S.
camp and just missed out
on making the team.
International Scouting
Services (ISS) is one of the

*2B

world’s leading independent
information provider on
hockey prospects. They
recently came out with their
list of top freshmen in the
sport. The top spot belongs
to White, with Bracco also
cracking the top-five at No.
4, and Chris Brown coming
in at 17.
As arguably the best
incoming group on the
preseason No. 1 team, the
freshmen will have a big
target on their backs. From
watching and talking to
them, they are ready to go.
Bracco is the flashiest of
the group, if not the most
talented, and he has been
slotted onto the first line
alongside sophomores Alex
Tuch and Zach Sanford.
The 61st overall pick in
this year’s NHL draft, Bracco will soon be ready for
the big show. Last spring,
rumors swirled of Bracco
decommitting and leaving
for the Ontario Hockey
League, as Sonny Milano
did last year. It speaks
greatly to his talent, but the
freshman forward is here,
and he looks committed to
spearhead a potent attack.
He seems unphased by
any hype or any pressure
that is coming BC’s way.
When he talks, he constantly uses theword “cool.”
Having the No. 1 ranking,
looking at the potential of
lifting a trophy, being on
the first line—it’s
all part
of a “cool” experience for
Bracco. He’s just here to
make some stuff happen on
every play.
On and off the ice, he
has star potential. Whether
it’s the stick skills, or the
flowing hair, he looks and
plays the part. When Tuch
was asked about playing
alongside him, he joked
about having to shut him
up first.
He’s confident in his
abilities, for sure. At times
it borders on arrogance as
he’s constantly chirping at

MILES WOOD

Tuch for the puck, but that’s
not necessarily a bad thing.
The top scorers rightfully
want the ball in their hands
or the puck on their sticks,
and Bracco is certainly one
of the best forwards on the
team.

Not far off from Bracco
in terms of pure skill, Colin
White is the most wellrounded of the freshmen.
He has already shown flashes of his ability to weave
through the opposition at
ease. But what makes him
worthy of being the Ottawa Senators’ first round
draft pick are his leadership

qualities.
It’s not hard to see why
he was chosen as alternate
captain of the U-18 team.
In talking about the season,
he’ll say some things that
make you think he’s still a
captain.

In response to a question
about any pressure from
the ranking or any other
factors, he answered that
he was more worried about
the team on a day-to-day
basis.
A freshman might be
excited, headstrong, or just
downright nervous from
all the pressure, but to say
he’s worried? With just one
particular word, White has
shown that he truly cares
about the team’s well-being, outside of just winning
games.
In the exhibition game,
one huddle focused solely
on White talking. He has
done it before with guys his
age, but now he’s already
taking this part of his game
to a team where he is among
the youngest.
White will be a steady
presence for the Eagles day
in and day out as the center
on the second line.
Rounding out this year’s
big three is Miles Wood.
A 2013 fourth-round pick,
Wood played with the U.S.
National Junior Team last
year after graduating from

Noble and Greenough.
At 20 years old, Wood
has two years of experience
on his classmates. For comparison, Noah Hanifin was a
mere 17 years old when he
came last year. In the world
of college hockey, it’s not
entirely rare for freshmen
to be around 20, as they
can play juniors up until
that point and then enroll
into school. BC, however,
attracts the country’s top
players, many of whom are
ready for college action
at the age of 18. Wood is
confident that he made the
right decision in waiting,
though.
“I see Colin White, and
he’s 18 and has so much
talent,” Wood said. “For me
personally, I wouldn’t be
able to play college at 18
years old.”
These two years he has
on his peers are a big component, both mentally and
physically. He’s far more
well-built than the other
freshmen, and his maturity spills out as he speaks
confidently about his age,
the team, and everything
in between.
In the exhibition match,
Wood showcased his allaround game, with a willingness to do work on both
ends.
After a great backcheck,
Wood took the puck down
the left wing, put it back in
the middle for an oncoming
teammate, and then crashed
the net for the tap in off
the rebound. In less than
a minute he had created a
turnover, brought the puck
up, given it up, and then
scored.
With the depth at forward, Wood will start on
the third line, but he has
all the tools necessary to
play alongside Bracco or
White.
Just like Bracco and
White, Wood gets it. He
sees the talent on this team
and the No. 1 ranking, and

#l7
JEREMY BRACCO

he knows what this team
can accomplish.

“For all nine of us to be
here, I think it’s gonna be a
special year,” he said.
But he also knows just
how much work has to go
in. He’ll be scoring goals,
but he’ll always be backchecking first.
Bracco, White, and
Wood are the names you’ll
hear the most. But by no
means does the freshman class stop there. York
has included Brown and
Fitzgerald alongside those
three as the guys that are
ready to play and compete
from day one.
Fitzgerald might just be
the most important freshman in terms of position
and timing. Losing Hanifin
to the Carolina Hurricanes
leaves a huge gap at the
blue line, and York needs
Fitzgerald to fill that immediately. He’ll play a lot
of minutes.
Brown, meanwhile, is
rated as one of the best
freshmen in college hockey,
and he’s still only a fourthliner on this team. That’s
how deep this class this
group of forwards is.
Last year, the fourth line,
featuring two seniors, was
more typical in that thesole
job was to skate hard and
make the other team work,
instead of significantly contributing points.
This year, Brown should
change that. While he’ll be
hidden among the fourth
line, his contributions will
be more important than
ever given the lack of depth
on defense.
Off the ice, Brown and
Fitzgerald epitomize another quality of this class—it’s
not just individual talent
that makes this class special.
They are not mercenaries, just coming to one of
the best college hockey
programs in the country to
fine-tune some skills and

then jump ship for the NHL.
Bracco may be the only
one to do this, but the rest
all have some BC in their
blood and are committed
to the school they’ve always
known.
Brown is the son of the
associate head coach Greg
Brown, and his entire immediate family has all gone
to BC, while Casey is the
younger brother of current junior forward Ryan.
White’s sister just graduated from BC, so he, too,
has been closely connected
to the program for some
time now.

The pieces continue to
come together in intricate
fashion. Wood, for example,
played at the local Nobles
school with White and junior Chris Calnan, his current linemate.
The way this freshman
class has come together is
a big reason why everyone
is talking about national

championship potential,
and the Eagles won’t go
anywhere without some
big help from the sticks
of Bracco, Wood, White,
Fitzgerald, Brown, and
company.
York will let the in-season results do the talking,
but he knows what he has
here. He doesn’t have to
say much to get across how
important this class is.
“I’m very happy they
chose Boston College,” he
said.
With a big class, everything is in place for a deep
run into April.
Bracco scores the pretty goals, White leads the
group, Wood does some
of the dirty work. Putting
them into these categories
is too simple, though, and
even takes away from just
how skilled they are.
The only way to put it
is that this class is the best
ever. We’ll just have to wait
til April to hear it from
York. ¦
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“I saw a kid get his neck
open one
\
says
\
the same, cool mono\ tone as always.
H
“That’s gross!”
Alex Tuch bursts
out, turning on his
/
teammate. “That’s ab/

“It actually happened
twice,” Sanford continues,
now solely addressing Tuch.
s'
“One kid was a broken
the other was a
\
I
skate.” He nods and
/
\ faces forward again.
“I’d probably say
that.”
“Ohh!”
Tuch
exclaims, before
/
launching into a few
>/
of his own crazy stories
I
from the ice, though none
come close to his partner’s.
Sanford doesn’t add anything else, other than
>.
/
\
/
¦
briefly mentioning
J
/
\ one of Tuch’s shoot\ out celebrations
I
at the Minnesota
Wild’s development
\
/ camp this summer,
which went viral on
\.
YouTube.
After firing his shot
in the net at the last pos; second, Tuch spun
round the goal and
came back up the
near side. He gave
his dueling weapon
a subtle twirl before
I slipping it back in
his holster in a style
that even Clint Eastwood would respect.
Te almost pulled off
u.e impression without
breaking into a wide grin, but
halfway through an exaggerated strut down the ice,
staring at the opponent’s bench, he lost it.
It’s hard to fault Tuch for smiling. It was a great
shot, and a better reaction. YouTube commenters can
argue all they want aboutwhether the shot or the at-

I!JI
\J
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I

tempted save was legal—all

that matters to the rest of
the world is that thewhole sequence was awesome.
It’s easy to toss around words like “awesome” when
talking about Tuch. He’s a guy who works hard and does
everything a Division I athlete is supposed to do, but
he’s also an outgoing dudewho’s not afraid to have fun.
Everyone has always seen that he’s special on the ice.
Besides standing at the same height as Tuch,
Sanford could not be more different. He’s the guy on
the other end of the great-athlete spectrum, the one
who somebody will invariably say leads by example
but doesn’t stick out in a crowd. The two serve as an
embodied duo of an introvert/extrovertpair, a real-life
Joy and Sadness, escaped from Riley’s mind. And yet,
this pair is the one that Boston College will turn to for
a resurgence of its offense this season.
It was never fair to expect anyone, let alone a couple
offreshmen, to replace BC’s 2013-14 spectacularscoring line of Johnny Gaudreau, Bill Arnold, and Kevin
Hayes. The latter two needed three seasons of NCAA
hockey experiencebefore theyreally broke out in their
senior seasons, and even Gaudreau’s stats had been
relatively modest his freshman year. It was clear that
the unavoidableloss of JohnnyHockey wouldleave a
hole, but when a perennialhockey powerhouse enters
a season ranked No. 4 in the country, the expectations
are inevitably high.
“We knew that we had to come in and be highskilled forwards,” Tuch said. “We had to come in and
take that big role.”
Both Tuch and Sanford stepped up. They contributed on separate lines before Winter Break—Sanford
on thefirst line with Ryan Fitzgerald and Austin Cangelosi, and Tuch on the second with Chris Calnan and
Adam Gilmour. In the first game afterBC’s two-week
Christmas hiatus, with the team sitting at a non-spectacular 10-7-1, York pulled one of his usual shuffles to
the lines, putting Tuch and Sanford together.
“We clicked right away,” Sanford said. “We just
could find each other everywhere on the ice.”
The Eagles went on a 9-1-1 stretch in their next
11 games, getting back into a place where they could
contend. Even during thatstretch, the two really broke
out together at the same time. They faced off against
No. 2 Boston University, who had already beaten the
No. 17 Eagles at Kelley Rink two months prior. The
rivals’ rematch at Agganis Arena was a chippy game
from the beginning. The two teams combined for 11
first-period penalties, six of which resulted from a fight
thatinvolved Tuch.
Whenever you see a guy as outspoken and passionate as Tuch, there’s always the chance it can spill into unbridled aggression. Tuch had already had the experience
ofplaying with kids up to five years older than himself,
and he hadn’t been scared knocking them around.

“You know, if somebody ticked him off, he would
definitely get physical if he needed to,” said Scott Montagna, Tuch’s coach for the Syracuse Stars, a program
Alex played with for several years as a teenager. “I’ve
seen him absolutelylight kids up in youth hockey.”
Tuch isn’t someone that would just lose it out on
the ice, but it helps to have a consistently level-headed
player like Sanford around. The Eagles’ young guns
kept calm in the aftermath, whereas the Terriers drew a
few more penalties—two of which led to a 5-on-3 goal
for Tuch’s freshman roommate, defensive star Noah
Hanifin, and another thatallowed Tuch to sink a goal
of his own during a 4-on-4. Tuch and Sanford each
went on to score another goal in the game, propelling
BC to a 4-2 victory.
Production from both the offense and defense
faded down the stretch as the stakes rose, but the
talent was still there. After all, the biggest criticism
about the top offensive lines last year wasn’t that they
couldn’t be explosive. There were the times when BC
lit up the red light before an ongoing sieve chant had
finished. Rather, it was a matter ofinconsistency—the
Eagles had extended stretches without putting much
pressure on goal.
“I think a big thing, especially for our line, is going
to be to play with speed,” Sanford said. “Last year, at
times, we didn’t play as fast as we could.”

at Merrimack. The two
S'
played on the same /
\
line, but McCarron /
/
\
didn’t always move
\
the puck around I
well. It was the I
type of play that
deserved a wake-up
\
/
smack from a team/
mate, but Sanford was
\
just a freshman, and he
kept his mouth shut.
About a third of the
v
way through the sea/
\
son, Casey Kessel/
/
\
Pinkerton’
s
I
ring,
\
head coach at the /
I 1
I
|
time, finally heard /
I
something new. As I
Sanford came off 1 fIQCTQTCI /
00-LO -L O
the ice, he spat un\
/
der his breath, “Pass
./
the f—king puck.”
“I was like, OK, Zach
feels comfortable now,” Kesselring said.
Sanford became the best player on the team over
*
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"We clicked right away. We
just could find each other
everywhere on the ice."
-Zach Sanford

Of course, it’s not all about speed. Size also matters,
and even though everyonelooks bigger when they step
onto the rink, it isn’t a complicated illusion—each person gets the two-inch boost from the slice of steel and
plastic beneath the boots. It’s not quite the jump that a
5-inch stiletto makes for a girl normally hovering around
5-foot-l, but it’s a noticeable difference. Throw in a full
suit ofpadding and a huge set of gloves, and a normalsized kid becomes a dude you don’t want to cross.
Then there are guys who are justbig, regardless of
where they are. Tuch and Sanford both stand at 6-foot4, which not only makes them the tallest on the rink,
but would almost qualify them to suit up as forwards
on Jim Christian’s basketball roster this season. The
former entered at a sturdy 220
pounds last season, making
him York’s biggest player since
BC’s scale had defenseman
Brian Dumoulin weigh in at
225 in 2011. Sanford entered
his freshman year at a skinnier
190, but has put on 10 pounds
since then.
But perhaps what’s more
important than either size or
speed is the idea of a critique
coming out ofSanford’s mouth.
We rarely take the time to really
listen to soft-spoken introverts,
and when we do, it’s probably
because we’ve just eyed the
big stick in their hands. As
great of a player as Sanford
is, he’s not the type to impose
himself upon others until he’s
comfortable.
Take Sanford’s freshman
year at Pinkerton Academy, the
New Hampshire high school he
attended for three years. The
best player on the team was
Teddy McCarron, a junior that
went on to play for a season
ARTHUR BAIUN / HEIGHTS STAFF

the nexttwo years, but his demeanor didn’t change. He
wasn’t cocky, and he didn’t say much. After Sanfordleft
Pinkerton and moved onto the Islanders Hockey Club
in the Eastern Junior Hockey League, Kesselring heard
the same process repeat: a month or two of, ‘Oh, you
know, he’s doing all right,’ before he started getting calls
from coaches and scouts saying, 'Hey, listen, Sanford’s
really starting to do well.’
“That’s what he does,” Kesselring said. “Once he
figures it out, watch out, ’cause he can play.”
BC’s offense shouldn’t simply be looking for the
improved play of a comfortable Sanford. It needs him
at the leading role he is meant for, whether he wants
it or not.
That leading role doesn’t always mean picking up
your teammates and trying to make them feel better.
Sometimes, you have to be honest with what you’re
dealing with—in addressing the addition of 5-foot-10 freshman Jeremy Bracco to the first line, Sanford
kept it real.
“I know Bracco’s gonna slow the game down a
lot,” he said. “But if me and Alex can keep playing
with speed and just buzz around, I think we’ll have
a great year.”
Acknowledging and addressing potential and
actual weaknesses is how this team is going to patch
up the troubles it had with inconsistency last season.
Saying‘Hey, we’re already No. 1, we can coast,’ is part
of the reason women’s hockey has no new hardware
to admire this season. It’s not a mistake men’s hockey
is looking to repeat.
However the Eagles do in this season and beyond,
Tuch and Sanford will eventually go elsewhere to
have success. Both have been drafted and both have
continued to improve, meaning their teams wouldbe
crazy not to sign them once they feel ready to make
the leap, which will probably be before they’ve had a
full four years on the Heights.
They’ll prove that they don’t need to be part of an
odd pair to be successful, adapting to bigger and better
competition as they always have. But for this season,
these two opposites may be the perfect combination
to send another banner up to the rafters. ¦
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DEFENDINC THE WALL
THE HIP PAIN IS FINALLY GONE
FOR THATCHER DEMKO.

SPORTS EDITOR

MICHAEL SULLIVAN

Each

time a shot sailed toward the net,
Thatcher Demko stiffened up.
Demko knew he had a simple task: Do
whatever he could to avoid having to hear
the irksome sounds of a foghorn and a fight song that
wasn’t “For Boston.” All that took was preventing an
oncoming puck from hitting the twine 48 inches behind him. Demko had done it for years, the same way
his father, Brenton, showed him on the roller hockey
rinks of San Diego.
Watch the puck. Anticipate the location. Drop
your knees. Demko followed the procedure just as
every goalie does.
But he no longer felt as limber. Falling to the ice
now felt like a dive from 10 meters up. Even if he did
stop the shot—and through Boston College’s 2014-15
season, he usually stopped the shot —just
standing
back up became a climb. The most menial and routine
movements changed into an agonizing adventure for a
goaltender upon which the Eagles’ chances at winning
a title completely depended.
Demko wasn’t about to let anyone see his pain. He
forced himself back into position again.

Okay,

time for a science lesson.
For almost four years, Demko has dealt
with immense pain from tears in his acetabular labrums, a ring of cartilage at the hips. The injury
prevents goaltenders from having internal rotation
in the pelvis, which help them fall into the butterfly.
Most use this position, which spreads the legs in a V,
to prevent pucks shot toward the five-hole. Goalies
need a lot ofrotation in the hips so they can spread
the butterfly wider to the sides of the net, cutting the
time and movement they need to come out of the
position while covering more ice.
By using the butterfly, they put serious strain on
the hips’ ball-and-socket joints. This can worsen if a
goalie has imperfections in the femur bone that rubs
against it. If it goes unrepaired for too long, it can
cause fractures in the leg.
Goalies who feel hip pain often opt for an arthroscopic surgery to fix tears in the labrum before
it gets to that point. Although it’s always a risk to go
under the knife, this particular procedure has become
as common for goalies as Tommy John surgery has
for pitchers. Many have chosen this route and recover
better example comes to
to almost full strength—no
mind than former Boston Bruin Tim Thomas, who
won the Vezina Trophy in 2009, got the surgery, and
rebounded to win the Vezina and the Stanley Cup
in 2011.

The summer after his freshman year, Demko
considered choosing this route,
too, but getting surgery after his freshman year
.j”
r
would’ve cost him
the first half of his
sophomore year.
Demko was un-

he had in college, or worse, cut a season short once
it had already started.
So he kept going. And each time Demko went
down for a save, he felt that same extreme discomfort. Yet he had no choice but to continue, even if
he’d wince every time he reached for the puck—the
only thing worse than playing in pain was watching
others command his net, something he describes as
his biggest pet peeve.
His lowest moment came during a game early in
the 2014-15 season against Harvard, when a flu diagnosis forced him to the sidelines. In his place stepped
Brad Barone, a senior starting his first career game.
Throughout those excruciating 60 minutes, Demko
leaned over the boards, teetering in anxiety over the
lack of control he had over the game.
“I get more nervous for those games than I get
for the ones I play,” Demko said. Barone didn’t ease
his fears. The Eagles lost 6-3—their
first loss to the
Crimson in eight years—capping
off their first fourgame losing streak in a decade.
From that point on, Demko committed to staying
on the ice, regardless of how his hips felt. Judging
by the results, it’d be hard to tell Demko had any
pain at all. He put up nearly identical statistics to his
freshman campaign, albeit in 11 more games. Demko
compiled a 19-13-3 record, with a .925 winning percentage and a 2.19 goals against average—all
three
totals fourth-best or better in Hockey East.
And it was more than just his numbers. Demko
seemed to have a calmer presence in between the
pipes last season than in his freshman year. He no
longer became frustrated when things didn’t
go his way, like he did when BC suffered an
epic, team-wide collapse during the first
round of the 2014 Hockey East Tour'jj \
nament against Notre Dame. He
remained poised in high-pressure situations, something
important when playing
for a school consistently in
playoff contention.
BC also couldn’t afford to have anyone else
in between the pipes.
The Eagles’ offense took a
nosedive from 4.10 goals per
game in 2013-14 to 2.82—first to
24th nationally. York expected an
offensive dropoff with the loss of
the super line of Johnny Gaudreau,
Kevin Hayes, and Bill Arnold, but
even the typically discreet head
coach admitted that goals were
A
hard to come by last year for
his young corps of forwards
thrust into the spot- H
light.
Any chance of
BC’s tournament
hopes relied on
the shoulders
and secretly, the

hips—of the second-year goalie. Demko
caught fire when the calendar shifted
to 2015, leading the Eagles to a 7-2-2
stretch against Hockey East opponents
plus a Beanpot consolation game win
over Harvard in 2015.
But the Eagles called on Demko one
more time to lead them to a signature win
to clinch a first-round bye in the Hockey
East Tournament and, more importantly,
to guarantee them a shot at a spot in the
Tournament. With two games remaining, he’d have two chances to do it
on thehome turf of the team that left
a lingering bitter taste in his mouth
from his freshman year: those pesky
Fighting Irish.
He only needed one. And it took
all his might on those balky hips
to do it.
Demko repeatedly hob>
bled from post to post,
sprawling to deflect
and catch any puck
from a Notre
a
Dame offense
]
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segments.
BC's backs stayed

firmly against the wall
in the third game of its
Hockey East Tournament series against
Vermont. Down
one game, Demko
needed a perfect
show to keep the
Eagles’ hopes
alive. With
the Cata-

opposite side. He lunged to the left, glove first,
sprawling out onto the ice to make the catch. It was the
kind of save that elicited that same aching rigidity in
his joints. But with eyes on him again, Demko wasn’t
about to reveal any sign of weakness.
“I think [Stenerson] kinda fanned on it a little bit,
which helped out,” Demko said coyly, laughing behind
a sheepish smile.
to the

That

pain Demko had since he was 15 years old
finally caught up to him. He conceded that he
often felt as if he couldn’t keep going at that
rate. Plays that once seemed easy for him developed
into taxing trips from a standing position to a crouch
and back up after a rebound. He could still make those
plays, but he risked furthering that injury and jeopardizing his professional career with the Vancouver
Canucks —the
team that not only drafted him but
views him as their goaltender of the very near future.
By March, it became difficult for Brenton to watch his
son’s constant laboring in the net.
His workload last season only increased the torment. Demko played the most minutes in the conference last season—a whopping 2,107. He wouldn’t
have had it any other way, but to play as much as
possible this year, Demko, in consultation with
BC’s coaching staff and his family, decided it
was time to have the surgery.
“You don’t want to ever have surgery until it’s absolutely necessary,”
York said, “and it was absolutely
necessary.”
Bv
Demko flew to New York’s
Hospital for Special Surgery
on April 20 to have the procedure done by Dr. Bryan Kelly,
head physician for the New
York Rangers and the same hip
specialist who helped Thomas.
The road to recovery began, forcing Demko away from hockey that
summer for the first time in his recent

k
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FUN FACTS ABOUT THATCHER DEMKO
-DRAFTED 36TH OVERALL IN

2014 NHL DRAFT BY THE

VANCOUVER CANUCKS
-FAVORITE NHL TEAM: THE
LOS ANGELES KINGS
-FAVORITE PRO PLAYERS:
ANZE KOPITAR AND
MARTIN BRODEUR
-STARTED PLAYING HOCKEY
WHEN HE WAS
3 YEARS OLD
-GIRLFRIEND,

But

that doesn’t compare to
the save that got college
hockey its 15 seconds of
fame on ESPN, other than when
the folks up in Bristol, Conn,
allow John Buccigross to indulge himself for the final five
minutes of his SportsCenter

position. A shot rocketed in, but was redirected by
Steve Santini. Demko sold out to his right. The puck
sailed just past his pad but clanked off the post, ricocheting behind his back right to UVM’s Mike Stenerson. Noah Hanifin stuck out his stick in a desperate
attempt to divert a shot that Demko had no chance
of snagging.
Immediately, Demko rose up and turned his head

memory.
This didn’t mean spending his days
relaxing on the sunny shores ofSouthern
California. Demko worked his ass off
every day to recover from the surgery
I to be ready for opening day of the 2015I 16 hockey season. For a kid who once
I finished his entire senior year of high
school across three summer months,
coming back from a hip injury would
be just like a walk up the Million Dollar
tairs —tiring, but easy enough to do quickly

¦

THE

clinging on to NCAA Tournament
hopes. He
finished the game with 35 saves
and a shutout, his only one of the
season and by far his most masterful performance.

mounts
on the

—

./

k

NOW HE'S READY TO TAKE THE EAGLES
ON A RETURN TRIP TO TAMPA.

LEXIE SHAW,

IS GOALIE FOR NORTH DAKOTA
-RECENTLY OUTGREW LOVE OF
KETCHUP ON STEAK

and effectively.
Only 24 weeks after his surgery, the Eagles were
set to take the ice for its first full-speed action since
falling in the first round of the NCAA Tournament
to Denver. The pressure was on BC to put up a good
showing in this scrimmage against the University of
New Brunswick —the USCHO named the Eagles as
the top squad in all of college hockey.
With a team seemingly devoid of faults, thanks to a
strong incoming freshman class and the development
of Alex Tuch and Zach Sanford, only one question
remained: would Demko be ready to strap the pads
on for the beginning of the season?
At Hockey East’s media day on Sept. 21, York gave
no guarantees about Demko’s health. But despite not
feeling the 1,000 percent he aimed for, Demko told his
coach there was no chance he would miss any time.
So Demko suited up and went out onto the ice.
Staked with an early lead courtesy offreshman Miles
Wood, Demko had the support he lacked all last season. It took only 20 minutes for him to remind the
country what he can do, deftly tossing aside 16 shots
from the Varsity Reds, one of Canada’s top college
teams, with no puck finding the back of the net.
With Demko’s case proven, York substituted in
Chris Birdsall, a freshman whose commitment two
years ago nearly discouraged Demko from choosing
BC. York stressed the need to get Birdsall some game
action this season, preventing Demko from taking on
a huge workload just after his surgery and hoping to
help his young player develop. He understood that
the Eagles needed a backup plan, especially after
seeing how Steve Addazio and the football team have
suffered following the loss of starting quarterback
Darius Wade.
Birdsall proceeded to give up five goals in the second period in the Eagles’ 5-2 loss. It’s hard to place too
much pressure on a freshman, but his performance
proves just how valuable Demko is to this team.

If

you ask Demko about his team’s chances or why
the squad is ranked first overall, he’ll give you the
answer he’s been conditioned to provide—that
rankings don’t matter, that a lot of it has to do with
BC’s reputation, that it’s all about his teammates and
their strengths.
Yet it’s Demko himself that holds the swing vote.
Without him, the Eagles are a good team that returns
to the old BC way of putting up a ton of goals with
an unspectacular defense.
With Demko, the Eagles have a better chance than
any other team to claim their sixth national title.
BC will open on the road before coming back
home on Oct. 16 to play Wisconsin. The Eagles will
prepare for the puck drop with the sounds of “Numb/
Encore” by Linkin Park and Jay-Z blasting over the
Conte Forum loudspeakers. Demko will probably
dance along to the music as he always does, before
getting set by dropping into the butterfly.
And this time —for
the first time since he arrived Demko will get back up without feeling
anything. ¦
—
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hockey, chemistry is key
These groupings will
give BC the best
chance to win.

FIRST LINE

#

|2

#24
ZACH SANFORD

SOPHOMORE
6-4, 220L8S

SOPHOMORE
6-4, 200LBS

MANCHESTER,

NY

| A

COLIN WHITE

ADAM GILMOUR

JUNIOR
5-11, 185LBS

FRESHMAN
6-0, 195L8S

JUNIOR
6-3, 200LBS

FL

FOURTH LINE

n

NORWELL,

Q

lvJ

BRENDAN SILK

MATTHEW GAUDREAU

FRESHMAN

SENIOR
6-3, 1 94LBS

JUNIOR
5-9, 1 45LBS

FIRST LINE
#

|2

Q

#

#22

#2

JOSH COUTURIER

SCOTT SAVAGE

VV j,

Ttls

6
SAN CLEMENTE,

MA

CA

DEFENSIVE PAIRINGS

Q

SOPHOMORE

TORI SULLIVAN

SENIOR
5 7
NORTH READING, MA

SOPHOMORE

5 5
WEST BLOOMFIELD,

#2l A

#?
GRACE RIZAL
nL

LEXI
LUAI RENDER

FRESHMAN

SENIOR

VIXfIVU Ul

MI

1

*

*-

“

SECOND LINE
-

MEGHAN GRIEVES

ANDIE ANASTOS

HALET SKARUPA

SENIOR
5 8

JUNIOR
5 8

SENIOR
5 6

THIRD LINE

FARMINGTON HILLS, MI

NC

O

"

5- 5

#22 A

#23 C

#l7

CARY,

*4
TT

MD

IQ

|

KRISTIN CAPIZZANO

DANA TRIVIGNO

MAKENNA NEWKIRK

JUNIOR

SENIOR
5-4
SETAUKET, NY

FRESHMAN
5-7
SCOTTSDALE, AZ

*n

HALET MCLEAN

#£[)
RTAN LITTLE

MOLLT SLOWE

JUNIOR
5-1

FRESHMAN
5-7

FRESHMAN
5-6

OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

H

#I J
HOWELL,

MI

f

MEDFIELD,

GUILFORD, VT

|

WA

SNOHOMISH,

.

_

#l(i
|\J

TT

MEGAN KELLER

KALI FLANAGAN

SOPHOMORE

SOPHOMORE

FARMINGTON HILLS, MI

5-2

FOURTH LINE

MN

.

ROCKVILLE,

7

5-8

MINNETONKA,

“

TONI ANN MIANO
SOP“
BRONX,

BURLINGTON,

f\
KALITA

ORE

NY

MA

JOHNSON

CHANDLER,

AZ

MA

THE WOMEN

THE MEN

#3O

#35

#1

THATCHER DEMKO

CHRIS BIRDSALL

JUNIOR
6-4, 210LBS

FRESHMAN
6-0, 180LBS

SAN DIEGO,

-'™lbs

5
NORTH READING, MA

NJ

ALEX CARPENTER

MA

CASEY FITZGERALD

NY

NEWBURYPORT,

KENZIEKENT
5 6
NORWELL,
“

CARNEYS POINT,

MA

TP

MA

CHRIS BROWN

WAKEFIELD,

[Z

“

*L\

6185LBS
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI

..

sTTollbs
MAHOPAC,

JUNIOR
6-2, 209L8S

(A

A

*J

#

SENIOR
5-10, 173L8S
HOPKINTON, MA

*

FRESHMAN
6-1, 185LBS

MA

TEDDY DOHERTY

JUNIOR
6-3, 218LBS

STEVE SANTINI

CHRIS CALNAN

MANCHESTER,

lAN MCCOSHEN

f\

MILES WOOD

JUNIOR
173L8S

ESTERO,

Tr||

jl

|

_

MA

HANOVER,

)0

*\r

5-

MA

HANOVER,

AT
Tr

t

FARIBAULT, MN

#rt

AUSTIN CANGELOSI

“

FREEPORT,

NH

0| A

tF

FRESHMAN
5-10, 175L8S

#lO

tP

“

DEFENSIVE PAIRINGS

*\j
RYAN FITZGERALD

THIRD LINE

“

yj

JEREMY BRACCO

|0

-L-iIJN-hj

NORTH READING, MA

“

#

ALEX TUCH
BALDWINSVILLE, NY

oIjLUJNU

AND PAIRINGS

CA

GLEN ROCK,

NJ

ALEX

JOYCE

JUNIOR
5-10, 165L8S
DARIEN,

CT

#33

#32

KATIE BURT

CABRISWITA]

SOPHOMORE

SOPHOMORE

5-6
LYNN,

5-3
MA

KENT,

OH
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HOCKEY PREVIEW FEATURE

THE CAPTAINS LOG
“I have anew appreciation for the forwards,”
Doherty said, “but I’m still expecting them to
get back on the backcheck.”
Though he may not havebeen a superstar,
Doherty was better thanhe lets on—he scored
six goals and added 17 assists. Many times
last season, he outplayed and created more
chances than any of BC’s other bottom six
forwards. The ability that Doherty displayed
to take coaching, adjust, and do whatever he
needed to do for the team illustrates what he
learned from captains and leaders of BC’s

E

recent past.

He deserved to be the next one to set the

example for whomever else is in a similar position, in which they may need to deviate from

it’s right here.”
He learned a lot from his three previous
captains—Pat Mullane, Patrick Brown, and
Mike Matheson—about what it takes to be a
leader. Matheson was an aberration compared
to the likes of Mullane andBrown. Matheson,
a first round draft pick of the Florida Panthers
in 2012, earned the captaincy as a junior. He
had the potential to dominate every time
he hit the ice, but did not always extract the
most from his vast skillset and took too many
bonehead penalties. That’s in contrast to
Mullane and Brown, two seniors that rarely
flashed but improved every season and had
high hockey IQs. Doherty, listed at 5-foot-10,
resembles the latter two, and he has taken
lessons from them.
“You just want to show up to the rink
every day and do whatever you need to do
show the younger guys how it’s done and
get them acclimated as quickly as possible,”
Doherty said. “Season starts on Saturday, so

we’re ready to go.”
A trophy eluded last year’s iteration of the
Eagles, which, like Matheson’s appointment to
captain, was a departurefrom the norm in the
school’s recent history. That drives Doherty,
who, as the prototypical BC captain, loves
wearing the “C” to lead his teammates on a
quest to return that glory to Conte Forum’s
rafters. “Being able to lift the Beanpot or the
national championship, stuff like that gets me
really excited,” Doherty said.
Aside from his ideal comportment,
Doherty earned his letter last year on the
ice during the Eagles’ turbulent campaign.
Already thin at forward to begin the season,
injuries up front forced York to dip into his
stable of blue liners and shift Doherty into
regular duty at forward. Though predisposed
to jumping into the rush as an offensively-inclined defenseman, Doherty had little recent
experience at his new position but accepted
the move up front. Ele did this despite knowing

that moving to forward meant a decrease in
ice time and less space to work.
He hadn’t played forward (specifically
wing) in a while, so he had to learn how to
forecheck, handle the boards, pinch defensemen on the breakout in the defensive zone,
and create offense from deeper in the offensive
zone while keeping his head on a swivel-all
without the benefit of preseason training
camp. Yet one of York’s mantras is to be a
“superstar at your role,” and Doherty’s new
role was wing. Doherty practiced what he
now preaches and did whatever he needed to
do. “If they need me to play left wing, I’ll play
left wing.” Doherty said “If they need me to
play defense, power play, whatever it is, be a
star at your role.”
That doesn’t mean the shift was easy.
Doherty struggled learning the right place
to be and when to be there. He gained anew
sympathy for the position. Most importantly,
he learned how difficult it was to score goals.

what he is comfortable with for thebetterment
of the whole.
The usually careful York revealed more
than Doherty would about what he expects
from his captains. Doherty fits the profile,
York said, checks the boxes and does whatever other cliches that an ideal BC captain
could insert here. At the same time, Doherty
emphasizes some of the points York considers non-negotiable: teamwork, enjoying the
process, welcoming freshmen, and leaving all
pride behind in favor of the team.
“I’m really impressed with the leadership
he’s shown,” York said. “He’s always been a
pretty good leader, but now we’re really seeing
it.”
To demonstrate that, Doherty said his only
personal goal was to improve each day. He tries
to hold other guys accountable and make them
better mostly by improving his own game. If
he does that, Doherty believes there should
only be one outcome: “Come out at the end
and win a championship.”
Most observers expect York’s machine of a
program to get back to its dominant ways and
compete for trophies after sustaining an early
season malaise and suffering a disappointing
first round exit in the NCAA Tournament last
season. A key cog in thatmachine is usually an
egoless, “overachieving” captain, and Doherty
fits that profile. What distinguishes Doherty
from his predecessors, though, is what he and
his fellowseniors don’t have—a national title.
Avoiding the fate of graduating without a ring
is more than extra motivation for Doherty and
his classmates.
“It’s everything—we go back to the dorm
rooms and we talk about it, how we’d be the
first one since 'o7’s class that hasn’t won a
ring,” Doherty said while allowing himself
to get worked up for the first time during
the post-practice interview. But, in the mold
of York’s ideal captain, he caught himself
and snapped back onto his coach’s message.
“With that being said, we’re getting focused
for Saturday and that’s all we can really think
about right now.” ¦

the sole center of attention. This devotion to
a team-first attitude and love for the game is
what has made Carpenter so valuable, especially to the Eagles’ underclassmen. Further, it
has led to Carpenter being named one of the
team’s captains for the 2014-15 season.
Aside from her many mentors in international play, Carpenter attributes much of her
success in hockey to her father.
“My dad,he’s at everygame he can make,”
Carpenter said. “He’s been there ever since I
started skating and he knows the little things
about hockey that not many people do. I look
to him for guidance.”
Alex’s father, Bobby, was one of the first
highly-touted American prospects in NHL
history. He was the first American drafted in
the first round in NHL history, as well as the
first player to be chosen directly out of high
school. Asa pro, he played 18 seasons in the
NHL, earning an all-star nod, scoring 728

points, and winning two Stanley Cups. He

for the Eagles? It’s a simple answer.
“Yeah,” Carpenter said with no sign of
hesitation.
She has won just about everything else
already. That one final hurdle, though, is one
that motivates Carpenter to not only foliow up
her record-setting season, but to eclipse it.
“For a lot of us, it’s our last season here, so
we’re looking to build offof last yearbut at the
same time take things from last year,” she said.
“So it’s kind of integrating last year’s [success]
and moving forward with that.”
For a team with an .897 win percentage, it
is hard to find an area with a glaring need for
improvement on paper. After all, the team did
finish at or near the top in almost every major
category last season. Carpenter, however,
thinks there’s plenty to improve upon, starting
with special teams.
“I think the one thing that really sticks out
is our power play,” Carpenter said. “It hasn’t

been too good for the past year, so I think
that’s one of the things we need to work on
for this year.”
Asa player who receives top minutes on
the power play unit, Carpenter wants more
production out ofherself and her teammates.
Last season, the group ranked 17th in the nation, which wasn’t good enough in Carpenter’s
eyes for a team so focused on winning it all.
If the power play unit does improve, it
shouldbe very difficult to slow down Carpenter and the Eagles this winter,but to Carpenter,
something else will be the biggest challenge for
the team facing astronomical expectations.
“I think the expectations that are on us are
hard to live up to, but I think we can do it for
sure,” Carpenter said.
With such a combination of skill, leadership, and determination, good luck to anyone
trying to stop Carpenter from living up to the
expectations this season. They’ll need it. ¦

MICHAEL HOFF
HEIGHTS

ARTHUR BAIUN

STAFF

Prior to this season, Boston College men’s
hockey captain Teddy Doherty never had a
letter on his chest in his entire hockey career.
If a captain is supposed to be an extension of
the head coach, though, thesenior defenseman
is either a quick study or was preordainedfor
his new role.
The nephew of former BC star Marty
Hughes, Doherty needs his next trophy like
he needs oxygen, yet he doesn’t want to
look past the next day—let alone his team’s
next opponent. Like head coach Jerry York,
Doherty has internalized the program’s ethos
so much that his platitudes and cliches seem
earnest. The only difference between how
York and the Hopkinton, Mass., native answer
questions is that York'sBoston accent is more
pronounced.
Captaining the Eagles is a dream come true
for Doherty. “When the program announced
it last season, I was so happy,” Doherty said.
“Eve been itching to get at it and Saturday,

...

/
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JOHNNY CAREY
HEIGHTS STAFF
Last year, the world of women’s hockey
revolved around Alex Carpenter. This season,
2015-16, it would be a good bet to expect more
of the same—Carpenter sure does.
While many Boston College seniors are
spending their bittersweetfinal year on campus scrambling to figure out what they’ll be
doing after graduation, Carpenter is in a very
different situation. With all due respect to the
good people at the Career Center, she’s one
of the only seniors on campus whose resume
doesn’t need to be beefed up at all.
Her bio is unmatched: Hockey East AllStar, All-American, NCAA scoring leader,
Patty Kazmaier Award winner, Olympic Silver
medalist, and two-time lIHF World Women’s
Champion.
It looked pretty darn good to the New
York Riveters, who selected Carpenter with
the first overall pick in the inaugural National
Women’s Hockey League draft.
“It was great timing,” Carpenter said. “I
happened to be a junior and I happened to
have one of my best years last year, so that
worked out nicely.”
Carpenter’s ascent to the apex of her sport
has been well documented. Anyone who
follows the game has heard her long list of
accomplishments in international play, which
she has brought back to BC. Thanks to that
experience, her influence on the team has gone
much further than goals and assists.
“I think I learned a lot playing in the Olympics and World Championships about being
a leader,” Carpenter said. “I’ve had some great
captains in my time with USA hockey and I
think bringing thatback here to help the freshmen and underclassmen, that’s one of the most
important things that I’ve learned.”
Carpenter’s impact was obvious last season, as she took an already-strong team and
made it close to unstoppable. In the 2013-14
season, while Carpenter was busy winning the
silver medal at the Sochi Olympics, the Eagles
managed a 27-7-3 record and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.
One year later, despite losing six seniors,
the team made it all the wayto the Frozen Four,
and finished with a 34-3-2 record. Much of
the team’s increased success can be credited
directly to Carpenter, who scored 81 points in
37 games and won the Patty Kazmaier Award
as the nation’s best player.
While the stats are certainly impressive,
the leadership Carpenter gained from international play made the biggest difference.
With star mentors including Meghan Duggan,
Hilary Knight, and the Lamoureux sisters,
Carpenter learned how to play without being

ARTHUR BAIUN

even added a third cup as an assistant coach.

While his guidance has undoubtedly
helped Carpenter so far, there’s still one huge
hurdle to clear—winning a national championship. This season is all about unfinished
business for Carpenter and the Eagles. For
a team that went 34-3-2, there’s a whole lot
of motivation coming into the new season.
To most, a Frozen Four appearance coupled
with that record would be viewed as a dream
season, but not so for Carpenter. Winning
regular season games was nice, but losing

in the Beanpot Championship, Hockey East
Championship, and Frozen Four has left a sour
taste in her mouth and motivated her to have
an even better 2015-16 season.
With winning in mind, don’t bother asking Carpenter about individual success. It’s all
about getting better as a team.
So is it championship or bust this season

/
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QUEENS

WITHOUT CROWNS
In 2015, BC'S firsst title is in the cards
TOM DEVOTO ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Kenzie

Kent wanted to be perfectly clear.
She leaned forward in her chair, her piercing
eyes neither wavering nor breaking contact with
mine, her hands folded calmly on the table.
I asked Kent a direct question—whether the
2014-15 Boston College women’s hockey season was a success —and she gave me a direct answer. She wasted no time,
ready with the response as soon as I finished the question.
“Nope,” she said. “We didn’t win.”
Kent did not qualify her statement. She did not add that
the Eagles won 34 games last season, a school record. She
did not say that BC had a 29-game unbeaten streak, another
record. She did not mention that the Eagles won every single
game at home, and they did not lose a conference game all
season. She did not boast thatBC claimed the reigning Patty
Kazmaier Award winner and two of the top three scorers
in the nation.
She could have, but she didn’t.
BC did not win the national championship. The season
was not

successful. Nothing could change that.
charged onward.

Our conversation

It

sounds a bit absurd, but those are the kind of expectations surrounding BC hockey—both men’s and women’s—year after year. While the men’s team has taken
home the national championship four times since 2001,
the women have yet to win a title of their own.
Oh, how close they have come. BC has made the Frozen
Four in four of the past five years, tied with the University of
Minnesota for the most during that stretch. BC head coach
Katie Crowley won the STX/AHCA Division I Women’s
Coach of the Year in 2015 for overseeing the best team in
BC history. By all accounts, BC has one of the top three most
storied women’s hockey programs in the country.
Yet there is only one real tangible measure of success in
sports —trophies.
Last season was a record-breaking year, but the Eagles put
up a goose egg in the title department. BC lost to Harvard
in the Beanpot Championship, to Boston University in the
Women’s Hockey East Championship, and to Harvard once
again in the Frozen Four.
Three chances for hardware, three big whiffs by the No.
1 team in the country.
“When it really mattered, we didn’t show up,” Kent said.
“That was the biggest issue.”
The big stage has been the Eagles’ kryptonite, as BC has
yet to advance to the national championship game in its
21-year history. The pieces have been there, but the results
aren’t what BC would like them to be. This year, the Eagles
believe they have the tools to change that.
“I think our players have learned from last year,” Crowley
said. “Our leaders have passed that along to the younger
kids, and especially the freshmen.”

BC didn’t lose much from last season —defenseman and
Patty Kaz Top 10 Finalist Emily Pfalzer graduated and will
leave the biggest hole. The freshman class will nevertheless
play a big role, primarily in supplying depth for this season

star potential for the years ahead.
Grace Bizal will have the chance to step into Pfalzer’s role
as an offensive defenseman with a strong shot from the point.
A two-time member of the United States U-18 team, Bizal
was a finalist for the 2015 Minnesota Ms. Hockey award.
Just as Kent had a breakout offensive season in her
freshman campaign last year, newcomer Makenna Newkirk
could see similar success. A forwardfrom Scottsdale, Ariz.,

and

Newkirk didn’t waste any time scoring in college—she had
an assist in each of her first two games at BC against the
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
“The freshmen have been working extremely hard, and
they’ve done a great job of gelling with their teammates,”
Crowley said. “I’m very impressed by their development
so far.”
As far as returning forwards go, the Eagles won’t be fixing what ain’t broke, but they are shaking up the lines a bit.
Last season, the dynamite top line pairing of Kent, Alex
Carpenter, and Haley Skarupa shredded opposing defenses
on a consistent basis. For the first two games this season,
Skarupa was bumped to the second line in favor of Tori Sullivan. It wasn’t a demotionfor Skarupa—simply a change of
pace for Crowley’s offense.
Carpenter, meanwhile, remains the best player in women’s collegehockey, and there is no telling how much higher
she can elevate her game. She instantly improves the other
players on the ice with her, even though those players are
supremely talented in their own right.
It’s telling, then, that Skarupa was moved from the first
line, as if to say that she is now capable of leading her own
group of players. Skarupa was paired with Andie Anastos
and Meghan Grieves for the first two games, and the switch
paid immediate dividends.Each of the three players are tied
for second on the team with two points apiece.
The main problem that comes with assembling such a
talented team with such a knack for winning is the lull of
complacency that sets in after a few drubbings in the regular
season. The Eagles beat everyopponent they played for the
first time—every loss or draw came after the opponent had
already seen BC once.
Whether it was something about BC’s strategy that could
be gathered from postgame tape or whether it was simply
the Eagles underestimating their opponents after the initial
decimation, a few teams found a way to exact revenge on

the Eagles.
This strange phenomenon was most evident in BC’s
matchups against Harvard last season. The Eagles obliterated the Crimson in every aspect of the game the day after
Thanksgiving. Skarupa said she thought that game represented BC’s pinnacle last season —if the Eagles played their
absolute best every night, this is what they could do.
But in subsequent meetings with the Crimson, something was different. Junior captain Andie Anastos said that
BC remembered that 10-2 victory in late November all
too well, entering the Beanpot final with a bit too much

confidence.
“I think we were all like, ‘Oh, we beat them 10-2 last time.
We can beat them again. We got this,”’ Anastos said. “I think

we were playing not to lose, rather than playing to win.”
It’s not that the Eagles played poorly against Harvard

in the Beanpot and Frozen Four—BC
dominated the shot
count in both of those meetings. Save for back-to-back
superhuman performances from Harvard goalie Emerance
Maschmeyer, BC might have won those two handily. But
the fact of the matter is that BC could not get the job done
when it mattered most.
At the same time, though, Anastos conceded that the
Eagles strongly believe that they can —and perhaps should—win every game they play. BC is still looking to strike the
balance between respecting an opponent’s abilities while
also recognizing that its own abilities, in most cases this
season, are far superior.
There is noticeableand innate tension there—the Eagles
have a great team that dominates opponents on a consistent
basis, but this great and dominant team has yet to win a title.
It’s difficult alwaysbeing the favorite, since underdogs have
the ability to play with more reckless abandon. Underdogs
have nothing to lose—if they get crushed by a team like BC,
that was the expected result anyway.
BC had everything to lose last season, and on three separate occasions, it lost everything.
The Eagles knew what was at stake in each of those

losses—such ramifications would have been impossible to
avoid in the buildup to the end of the season. It wasn’t a
lack of talent, or effort, or heart that caused BC’s demise. It
was the fact that the Eagles had a target on theirbacks the
entire season, and opponents took advantage once they got
second and third chances to slay the dragon.
This season, the Eagles are in a similar position with a
preseason No. 2 ranking. Despite the fact that expectations
are sky-high, BC did not receive a single No. 1 vote in the
preseason rankings. Perhaps that says something about the
perception that the Eagles can’t win the big one.
But that doesn’t matter to BC. The Eagles know what
they can do.
“Regardless of who we’re playing,” Anastos said, “We
come in expecting to win.”

To

say that this team’s “goal” is to win the national
championship would be an understatement—it’s
more of an expectation, even if they won’t say it.
The Eagles should not merely hope they can win
a title—rather,
they should expect it and anticipate it
at the season’s close. They know the type of talent that this
team has, and they know this year would be a wasted one
without a national championship to show for it.
“The kids expect to be successful,” Crowley said. “Obviously, it’s hard not to have that national championship in
your sights, but there are steps along the way that we have
to attain before we get there.”
If BC comes rocketing out of the gate and strings together a series of performances resembling the first Harvard
matchup, a trophy would be well within the Eagles’ grasp.
For this team, any other result would be a disappointment. ¦

